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Abstract
Computer graphics devices offer a way to present
images of three-dimensional objects with enough
detail to aid human understanding of the structure
of molecules. In this thesis? the Computer Aided
Molecular Design system (CAMD system) will illus
trate this idea. The CAMD system is an education
al package designed for students in high school.
The user of the CAMD system can create different
molecules and store these molecules into a rela
tional data base for future display. A Relational
Data E-iase Management system was implicitly imple
mented for the CAMD system.
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1. Introduction.
1.1. Display of Molecular Model.
Chemists have used mechanical models to study and
understand the structure of molecules? particularly large?
organic ones. These models represent the locations of
atoms in the molecule relative to one another. In this
project? users ? especially the student in high school
-
can create and retrieve different molecules to display on
the screen.
The CAMD system produces colored? and bal 1-and-st ick
renditions of molecular models with highlighting
(illumination? shining? or shading). The purpose is to
allow humans to visualise molecules interactively in a
manner similar to that offered by plastic bal 1-and-st ick
models.
Some basic geometric structures are supplied as tools
for users to create new molecular models. These
geometric structures are line? triangle? trigonal plane?
square plane? tetrahedron? trigonal pyramid? trigonal
bi-
pyramid? octahedron? and square pyramid. For example?
both methane (CH4) and carbon tetrachloride (CC14) are
tetrahedral models. If these two molecular models have to
be created? then these two tetrahedral models will be
different in the radius and color of some atoms. The atom
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of carbon will be the same of color and size at any time
whenever it appears in any geometric model in the CAMP
system.
During the last fifteen years a number of graphic
systems have been developed for researchers to model and
study molecular structures. The ATOMS system has been
developed at Bell Laboratories. ATOMS is a set of FORTRAN
subrout ines for depicting? in color? configurations of
space-filling atoms and/or bal I-and-st ick models.
Pictures are rendered as in traditional cartoon animation:
solid monochrome areas separated by thin black lines C253.
The user supplies x? y? z? radius? and color information
for atoms? atom pairs? thickness and color for bonds? also
parameters defining rules for viewing and picture
drawing-including position and orientation of a
hypothetical camera in use-defined space. The system is
ideally suited for use with a filming unit that contains
or is driven by a minicomputer- The host computer can
then perform visibility calculations? yielding
parameterized descriptions of visible patches of various
colors? a routine resident in the mini generates the
appropriate set of parallel vectors to fill solidly each
patch area. The system is intended for both educational
stills and movies? and for research purposes that benefit
from good visual display of hypothetical morphologies and
kinetics. The goal of the system is ef f icient-and thus
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affordable-computation yielding approximate perspective
views of user-defined situations. This is achieved by
using simplified picture elements and simple? approximate
calculations while maintaining visual validity for the
configurations that make sense for chemistry. Picture
elements treated are in fact bounded only by circular arcs
and straight lines? efficiency is further enhanced by
doing most of the computation on the picture plane-a
circumstance commonly called "2 1/2
D"
which deals with
flat objects that hide pieces of one another according to
an ordering in depth. The intended pictorial output
consists of filled? solid-color areas separated from one
another by thin black lines as in standard cartoon cell
animation. This is done normally either by exposing color
film directly in a filming device containing a color
wheel? or by making the appropriate sequence of color
separation negatives? to be combined and colored later by
optical printing. This system is particularly well suited
for use with a film exposing device containing or driven
by a minicomputer: the main (host) computer's job is then
to perform visibility calculations? delivering to the
actual picture-drawer a list of parameterized descriptions
of patches of various colors? the mini contains a program
for calculating the many parallel vectors that effectively
fill the patch. This is the system with the following
properties: it treats bal 1-and-st ick models?
interpenetrating atoms? and intermediate stages; it yields
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perspective pictures in color with hidden surfaces
removed? it is computationally fast.
Chemically Oriented Graphics System (COGS) is a
molecular modelling system? for small and macro-rnolecuies?
which incorporate a wide range of functionality has been
developed C263. The system is * user friendly' and is
controlled almost exclusively by a puck (mouse)? in a
manner akin to the Apple Macintosh. The system is written
in FORTRAN 77 and the graphics adheres to the CORE
standard? so that a reasonable degree of portability is
assured. COGS is a molecular modelling program designed
to be useful in four major areas: small molecule
stereochemical design? model building? and comparison?
investigation of the interaction between organic or
inorganic crystal lattices with small and medium sized
organic molecules? enzyme-substrate or enzyme-inhibitor
docking studies? and protein engineering. The system is
designed to be as comprehensive as possible? while
remaining easy to use. COGS was developed by White and
Pearson in 1985? UK. Most of the facilities in COGS
perform their operations immediately? with the obvious
exception of molecular mechanics and molecular dynamics
calculations? and conformational search procedures. COGS
incorporates extensive error checking so that it is very
difficult? but not yet impossible? to crash the program by
doing something nonsensical. When an error is trapped the
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user is always given an opportunity to correct it
(interactively) without losing place in a sequence of
commands. There are a number of main menu entries in
COGS? each of which is the head of a tree of a number of
submenus. The "draw
molecules"
option allows models to be
constructed from a 2D structural chemical formula of the
desired molecule drawn with the puck. This occurs in
exactly the same way as it would be drawn by a chemist
using pencil and paper. This 2D diagram? of connected
atoms of different types? is converted automatically by
COGS into a full 3D molecular representation which is then
displayed on the screen. Models constructed with draw
molecules option will overwrite any other molecule (s)
currently in the workspace. COGS consists of a family of
subroutines (around 150)? each with a single well defined
and logically distinct function? which communicate with
each other via FORTRAN common blocks (arguments to
subroutines are avoided where sensibly possible).
Extensive use is made of structured programming techniques
and long variable names (with words separated by
underscores) so that the intent of each subroutine is
clear and may almost be read as English text. In addition
each subroutine has a multiline text header describing its
function? entry points? references to the algorithm used?
etc.
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The MAGIC system (Modeling And Graphics In Chemistry)
has been developed for interactively handling and
manipulating in the computer molecules usually dealt with
in organic or inorganic chemistry C273. The emphasis has
been put on fast input? display? and editing of
structures. MAGIC overcomes disturbing tracking
subpictures for the light pen and the clumsy operation by
simultaneously manipulating light pen and keyboard. The
system is designed for easy use? is self explanatory? and
does not require any complicated command language. All
functions of the system are invoked via menus using a
light pen. The system has powerful modeling and display
functions allowing for directly modeling molecular
structures with a light pen. The MAGIC system is designed
by Bauer and Schubert at Organisch-Chernisches Institute?
West Germany? in 1982. In order facilitate direct editing
of structures stick diagrams are used to display the
structures on the screen. More elaborate pictures with
atoms represented as spheres and hidden lines eliminated
can be generated on a plotter. The functions of MAGIC may
be conceptually divided into modeling functions and those
for computing structural parameters and saving or
recalling models. Modeling a structure comprises
entering? editing? and display the structure. Stick
diagrams appear on the display in order to keep the number
of subpictures small and to avoid flickering of the
screen. Atoms and bonds in front of the screen can be
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highlighted to give a better impression of the spatial
arrangement of the atoms. More elaborated representations
like ball and stick diagrams or diagrams of space filling
models are not chosen to appear on the screen. These
representations usually contain too many lines to allow
specific light pen hits for editing of the picture. MAGIC
fully utilizes the storage capabilities of a computer.
Complete models or those being developed? substructures or
building blocks may be stored and retrieved by MAGIC.
This way the user is able to add? modify or delete items
in the collection of building blocks maintained by the
system. Therefore? MAGIC may be used to build a data bank
of structures and their models. Instead of storing
generated structures? they can either be printed or
punched in interpreted form and then be used for other
purposes. The interpreted form contains all pertinent
data for reconstructing the three dimensional model so the
data may be transferred to other programs or
installations. Many structural properties of molecules
are readily described in terms of distances and angles
between atoms? bonds? lines? and planes within the
molecule. MAGIC therefore allows for calculation of all
these parameters. The operations for calculating
geometric parameters are loaded from a menu and the atoms?
bonds? lines? or planes are specified as attributes
through light pen hits. The value of the geometric
parameter calculated is immediately displayed.
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1.2. Relational Database Model.
A "database" is a computerized storehouse of data?
The data is organized so that it can be retrieved and
processed? for one and only one purpose : to answer
questions. A "database management
system"
is a computer
program that works as a data librarian. The database
management system (DBMS) organizes the electronic
equivalent of bookshelves. It places data on shelves?
retrieves data from the shelves? and combines and
manipulates data according to instructions provided by the
user. It's like having your own personal assistant who
remembers data you provide. keeps track of where it is
and assembles the data in various ways to provide answers
to questions you ask.
A data base can be analyzed from two viewpoints
the physical storage of the data and the logical, or
conceptual, view of data. Files are used to physically
store data in a data base. Most data bases use either
direct files or indexed files? or a combination of the
two? to physically store data on disk.
The logical, or conceptual, view of a data base is
concerned with how data is logically organized and how the
data can be retrieved for information purposes. The three
conceptual views of a data base are a hierarchical data
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base? a network data base? and a relational data base. A
hierarchical data base consists of elements which act in a
parent-child relationship. This is the oldest of
conceptual data base? such as IMS from IBM. A network
data base acts in much the same manner as a hierachical
data base except that an element can have more than one
parent. In network database nomenclature? a parent is
called an owner and the child is called a member-
A relational data base is the newest conceptual view
of data and offers many advantages. The most important
advantage is that the relationships between data can be
determined dynamically at the time the user requests
information from the data base. To begin? a relation is
defined as a conceptual file where each conceptual record
is unique and each conceptual record has the same number
and type of fields. A conceptual file containing records
is also called a table and each record within the file is
sometimes called a tuple. The relational data base model
was selected for the CAMD system.
Binary tree algorithms and index sequential
algorithms can be used to create and search molecular
models in the relational data base. For example? a user
may wish to store or display a molecule of water <H20) . A
user will go to a relational table to check whether this
molecule exists or not. If it is not in the CAMD system?
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then the user stores some relevant data for this molecule.
The name of the molecule should be a primary key in the
relational table to avoid duplicate molecules. If
user-
wants to display this molecule? the CAMD system will go to
one relational table called GEOMETRY to get the central
value of each atom, and go to another relational table
called ATOM TABLE to get radius and color for each atom.
The name of the basic geometric structure also will be a
key in a table.
The following relations exist in the CAMD system.
relation l:
MOLECULE ( MOLE . NAME , MODEL . TYPE ) .
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ATOM TABLE ( ATOM. NAME, RADIUS, COLOR).
relation 3:
LINEAR ( MOLE. NAME, AT0M.1? ATOM. 2, ATOM. 3).
relation 4:
TRIANGLE( MOLE. NAME, AT0M.1, ATOM. 2, ATOM. 3).
relation 5:
TR I GONAL PLANE ( MOLE . NAME , ATOM . 1 , ATOM . 2 , ATOM . 3 , ATOM
. 4 ) .
relation 6:
SQUARE PLANE (MOLE. NAME, AT0M.1, ATOM. 2, ATOM. 3,
ATOM. 4, ATOM. 5)
relation 7:
TRIGONAL PYRAMID (MOLE. NAME, AT0M.1, ATOM. 2, ATOM. 3, ATOM. 4).
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relation 8:
TETRAHEDRAL (MOLE . NAME , ATOM . 1 , ATOM . 2 ? ATOM . 3 ? ATOM . 4 , ATOM . 5 )
relation 9:
TRIGONAL B I -PYRAMID (MOLE. NAME, ATOM.l, ATOM. 2, ATOM. 3,
ATOM. 4, ATOM. 5, ATOM. 6).
relation 10:
SQUARE PYRAM I D (MOLE . NAME ? ATOM . 1 , ATOM . 2 , ATOM . 3 ,
ATOM. 4, ATOM. 5, ATOM. 6) .
relation 11:
OCTAHEDRAL (MOLE. NAME, ATOM.l, ATOM. 2? ATOM. 3, ATOM. 4,
ATOM. 5, ATOM. 6? ATOM. 7)
relation 12:
GEOMETRY ( GEOM . NAME , X . 1 , Y . 1 , Z . 1 , RAD IUS . 1 ? COLOR . 1 ,
X.2, Y.2, Z.2, RADIUS. 2, COLOR. 2,
X.3, Y.3, Z.3, RADIUS. 3, COLOR. 3,
X.4, Y.4, Z.4, RADIUS. 4? COLOR. 4?
X.5, Y.5, Z.5, RADIUS. 5? COLOR. 5,
X.6? Y.6? Z.6? RADIUS. 6, COLOR. 6,
X.7* Y.7, Z.7? RADIUS. 7, COLOR. 7).
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1.3. Computer Graphics Overview.
Computer graphics is often used to assist business
executives in analyzing data and to assist individuals in
preparing data for analysis and presentation to others
[73. Computer graphics allows information to be displayed
in the form of charts? graphs? or pictures so that the
information can easily and quickly be understood. A
picture is the fundamental cohesive concept in computer
graphics. This thesis considers how molecules are
represented in computer graphics? how molecules are
prepared for presentation? and how interaction with the
molecule is accomplished. Many computer graphics
applications involve the display of three-dimensional
objects and scenes L'93. For example? computer-aided
design systems allow their users to manipulate models of
machined components? automobile bodies and aircraft parts.
These applications differ from two-dimensional
applications not only in the added dimension? but they
also require concern for realism in the display of
objects. In this thesis, the Computer Aided Molecular
Design system (the CAMD system) is a 3-D computer graphics
appl icat ion.
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1.4. Vectrix Graphic Processor.
In the CAMD system, the Vectrix 'v'X384, a graphic
processor? and Vectrix VXM monitor is used to
display-
molecules. The VX384 can be used with any computer having
a serial or parallel interface. This processor can be
operated with any operating system or language. The CAMD
system was implemented in the C programming language
running under the Unix operating system.
The VX384 can display 512 colors simultaneously from
a palette of 16 million colors and has a resolution of 672
x 480 pixels. The screen is laid out as a rectangle in
2-D mode. The pixels are numbered 0
- 671 along the
horizontal axis, and 0 - 479 on the vertical axis. The
coordinate (0,0) is in the lower left hand corner of the
screen; The coordinate (671, 479) is in the upper right
hand corner- The Vectrix graphic processor is designed to
relieve the host computer of graphic calculations and to
relieve the programmer of subroutine and procedure calls.
The Vectrix VXM monitor is a high quality, high
resolution monitor well matched to the capabilities of the
frame buffer. There are almost 76 available commands that
can be used in interactive mode to demonstrate use of the
Vectrix. The Vectrix graphics processor offers a wide
variety of geometric forms
that can be combined on the
display to create a virtually infinite number of images.
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These basic forms are called graphics primitives. The
Vectrix command set includes primitives to draw dots?
lines? polygons? arcs? patterns? and several types of
color fills and floods. Most of these commands work in
both two dimensional and three dimensional modes; D (Dot)?
M (Move), L (Line)? and P (Polygon), and F (Filled
Polygon) commands work in either 2-D or 3-D space. These
commands will be described more detail in chapter 3.5 of
this thesis.
The color manipulation commands allow precise color
control for graphics and text primitives and the
display-
background. Colors can be mixed in several ways to create
very subtle shading effects. Colors can also be used to
hide images in the background until a new color definition
puts them in the foreground, making passible animation and
hidden drawing effects.
The graphics memory is organized as nine bitplanes,
and each pixel's color is determined by varying
combinations of the nine bits. The VX384 uses the
selected color number as a nine bit index to a color
lookup table where the color values are stared. This
index is grouped into three bits of red? three bits of
green, and three bits of blue. Since there are ^
combinations possible, 512 colors can be stored in the
color table at any given time. when a color table entry
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is referenced, three stored eight bit values are output to
the RGB monitor- These three values are amounts of red,
green, and blue an entry will display. They control the
intensities of each of the three color guns in the
monitor. Using eight bits for each color allows each
color value to be from 0 to 255. Over 16 mill ion < 255
) colors can be created by combining the red, green, and
blue components at different levels.
Changing the contents of a color table entry changes
the color that will be displayed when a color command
references the table. The display is driven by the table
contents at time it is scanned. For example? an entry can
be made to display a grey by setting each of the three
stored values? red? green and blue? to the same value. A
256 entry grey table can be built by giving entries 0
through 255 equal incremental values for red? green? and
blue.
The default color table's 512 entries are arranged so
that the lower three bits of color number index represent
the red components? the middle three bits represent the
greens? the high bits represent the blues. As the value
of each group of bits increases, the intensity of its
respective color increases.
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The algorithm used to determine the default color
table values is this: The last entry? #511, is set to
R=255? G=255? B=255. Red? green and blue values are
decreased by 32 in nested loops until ail three equal 31.
Red is decremented first? then green? then blue. The
first entry, #0? is set to R=0? G=0, B=0. Some other
Vectrix descriptions can be found in C63.
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2. Relational Database Management in the CAMD system.
2.i. Relational Model Approach.
A relational data base is made up of any number
relations. Each relation is given a name. For example?
"ATOM
TABLE"
is one of the relation in Computer Aided
Molecular Design system (CAMD system). The relation can
be viewed as a table that is made up of a number of rows
and columns. Each column is called an attribute and given
a name such as ATOM. NAME, RADIUS, and COLOR in "ATOM
TABLE"
relation. The rows of the relation are called
tuples or record and contain the data. such as? (H?
0.1250? GREEN) is a tuple of data. The values in each
column of each row come from a domain of values. One such
domain is associated with each attribute and defines the
range of allowed values for that attribute. The instance
of a relation is the content of the relation at a
particular instant of time.
There is a distinction between domain and attribute.
A domain is a set of values? as such it may appear in
more
than one relation or sometimes more than once in the same
relation. It is common to choose domain names to signify
value sets? for example, INTEGER? ALPHA? NUMERIC
are
domain names. Attribute names? on the other
hand? are
chosen to be meaningful within the context of the
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enterprise. COLOR is the third attribute name in "ATOM
TABLE"
relation. It means that atom H will be drawn in
green.
Each relation possess several rules as follows: (1)
There is one column in the relation for each attribute of
the relation. Each such column is given a name that is
unique in the relation. (2) The entries in the column
come from the same domain. (3) The order of the columns
or attributes in the relation has no significance. (4)
The order of the rows is not significant. (5) There are
no duplicate rows. The most important term of all is the
relation key. This key is the attribute or set of
attributes that uniquely identifies tuples in a relation.
A relation key is formally defined as a set of one or more
relation as attributes concatenated so that the following
three properties hold for all time and for any instance of
the relation C43: (1) Uniqueness : The set of attributes
takes on a unique value in the relation for each tuple.
(2) Nonredundancy : If an attribute is removed from the
rest of attributes. the remaining attributes do not
possess the uniqueness property. (3) Validity : No
attribute value in the key may be null. Null value is a
special value that is used to represent "value
unknow"
or
"value inapplicable". It is not the same as blank or
zero.
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It is possible for relations to have more than one
relation key. Each key is made up of a different set of
attributes? and is often called the candidate key. If a
key is the only key of relation? it is generally referred
to as the primary key. There is only one primary key
implemented in CAMD system. A primary key also can be a
primary key for another relation. such as? MOLE. NAME?





When an attribute in one relation is a key of another
relation? the attribute is called a foreign key. The term
means that the attribute is a key? but in a foreign





relation is a foreign key. To







relation. Foreign keys are important when defining
constraints across relations. For example? the database




be deleted if its
"GEOM.NAME"
is a value of foreign key.
The relational model was first proposed by Dr. E.
F-
Codd in a seminal paper in 1970 C53. since
then? there
have been many implementations of the
relational approach.
System R is a well known relational data base system.
It
was designed and developed over the period 1974
to 1979 at
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the IBM San Jose Research Laboratory. All access to this
database is via a data sublanguage called SQL. The
original version of SQL was based on an earlier language
called SQUARE. The two languages are essentially the
same. However? SQUARE uses a rather mathematical syntax
whereas SQL is much more English-like. SQL is an acronym
for "Structured Query Language". It provides not only
retrieval functions but also a full range of update
operations. It includes bath a data definition language
(DDL) and a data manipulation language (DML) . DDL
provides for the definition or description of database
objects? such as PEFINE operation, DESCRIBE operation.
DML supports the manipulation or processing of database
objects? such as SELECT operation? DELETE operation. The
more detail description can be found in C173.
The CAMD system provides a DDL and DML based on some
ideas from SQL. SQL is a self-contained command language
classified by mode. The CAMD system is a
self-contained
menu selection language.
In traditional relational data base system?
there are
several kinds of operations? such as
DEFINE? DESCRIBE?
INSERT, DISPLAY, SELECT, PROJECT, DELETE,
and JOIN. The
DEFINE operation is used to create a
relation. The
DESCRIBE operation is used to describe the
properties of
attribute characteristics
from a relation. The INSERT
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operation is used to add one new tuple of data in a
relation. The SELECT operation is used to extract certain
tuples (rows) from a relation. The PROJECT operation is
used to extract attribute (s) (columns) from a relation.
The DELETE operation is used to remove tuples from a
relation. The DISPLAY operation is used to show the whole
relation. The JOIN operation is used to combine
relat ions.
The CAMD system does not provide a SQL-like language
to do interactive queries. However? some of these
commands are implicitly performed in the CAMD system. It
is simple to use the SQL language. SELECT-FROM-WHERE is
the fundamental structure of SQL language commands. The
SELECT expression specifies the name of all attributes of
relation. FROM specifies the relation to be used, and new
expression? WHERE? provides the conditions for the
selection.
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There are several SQL-like examples below. Note that
no such interface is currently implemented as part of the
CAMD system.
(1). To create a relation using DEFINE operator-
DEFINE MOLECULE
FIELD MOLE. NAME TYPE CHARACTER ( 10) PRIMARY KEY
F IELD MODEL . TYPE TYPE CHARACTER ( 20 ) ,
(2) . To add new data using INSERT operator.
INSERT
INTO ATOM TABLE ( ATOM. NAME, RADIUS, COLOR)
VALUES < ' H ' - 1 . 250 ,
' GREEN ' > ;
(3). To project one column using PROJECT operator
PROJECT MOLE. NAME
FROM MOLECULE;
(4) . To select one tuple using SELECT
operator.





(5). To display whole table using DISPLAY operator.
DISPLAY ATOM TABLE;
(6). To select one tuple with specify attributes using
SELECT operator -
SELECT ATOM.l, ATOM. 2, ATOM. 3
FROM TRIANGLE
WHERE MOLE. NAME = 'S02'?
(7). Subquery with comparison operator to get one tuple,
SELECT *
FROM ATOM TABLE
WHERE ATOM. NAME -
(SELECT ATOM. 1
FROM TRIANGLE
WHERE MOLE. NAME = *S02'>;
(8). To remove one tuple data using DELETE operator.
DELETE GEOMETRY
WHERE GEOM . NAME =
' TR IANGLE ' ;
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(9). To combine two relation using JOIN operator-
JOIN MOLECULE, TRIANGLE
WHERE MOLECULE. MOLE. NAME = TRIANGLE. MOLE. NAME;
(10). To describe properties of a relation using DESCRIBE.
DESCRIBE ATOM TABLE
Actually, the CAMD system does not allow the user to
employ this kind of command language, but the CAMD system
does implement all of these operations in its internal
processes. The system has been made more friendly to the
user by using an interactive environment. It may ask user
questions. It is not necessary to realize SQL-like
language. CAMD does not support all relational
operations. For example, in the PROJECT operation, the
CAMD system only projects the first attribute from any one
relation. It does not support projection of any other
attributes, because it is not very important to project
any other attributes to
the user of the system. To
project the primary key from any table, it is good enough
to know how many molecules existed in the system, how
many-
kinds of geometric model are offered in the system? or
what kinds of atom existed in data base.
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The other reason that system does not use the
traditional query language is to avoid the user inserting
data in one relation without inserting data to another
relation. Suppose the user adds one tuple of new molecule
data (S02? TRIANGLE) to relation MOLECULE (MOLE. NAME,
MODEL. TYPE). Later on? the system can not find the S02
tuple in relation TRIANGLE ( MOLE. NAME? ATOM.l, ATOM. 2,
ATOM. 3). So the system automatically requests user input
data for relation TRIANGLE. The CAMD system does not
provide a parser system to analyze the query language
according to the syntax. From the user's point of
view,
it is more convenient? since a user follows the menu to do
data retrieval. Here is an example that employs a
SQL-
like language to illustrate the underlying operations.
Assuming that a user wanted to display
molecule S02
(Sulfur dioxide) on the Vectrix graphic screen. Also,
assuming that the CAMD
system supports SQL-like query
commands? then it will be performed as follows0.
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step 1. To find what is the geometric model type of
molecule S02 (Sulfur Dioxide):
SELECT MODEL. TYPE
FROM MOLECULE




step 2. To find which atom locate on which position.
JOIN MOLECULE AND TRIANGLE
WHERE MOLECULE. MOLE. NAME = TRIANGLE. MOLE. NAME
GIVING Rl;
The result: relation Rl
MOLE. NAME MODEL. TYPE ATOM.l i ATOM. 2 ATOM. 3
S02 TRIANGLE 0 0
step 3. To get radius and color far first atom:
JOIN Rl AND ATOM TABLE
WHERE Rl. ATOM.l = ATOM TABLE. ATOM. NAME
GIVING R2;
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The result: relation R2
! MOLE. NAME 1 MODEL. TYPE ATOM. 1 ! ATOM. 2! ATOM. 3! RADIUS! COLOR !
! S02 ! TRIANGLE S ! 0 ! 0 i 1 . 850 ! BLUE :
step 4. To get rid of unrelated atom:
SELECT MOLE. NAME, MODEL. TYPE, ATOM.l, RADIUS, COLOR
FROM R2
WHERE MOLE. NAME = 'S02'
GIVING R3;
The result: relation R3
! MOLE. NAME ! MODEL. TYPE ATOM. 1 ! RADIUS COLOR :
! S02 ! TRIANGLE S 1 1 . 850 BLUE
!
step 5. To find first set of
(x, y, z) coordinate value!






The result: relation R4
GEOM.NAME X. 1 Y. 1 Z. 1
TRIANGLE 0 . 000 0.000 ! 0.000 i
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step 6. To get completed message for first atom.
JOIN R3 AND R4
WHERE R3. MODEL. TYPE = R4. GEOM.NAME
GIVING R5;
The result: relation R5
i MOLE. NAME! MODEL. TYPE! ATOM. 1 ! RADIUS! COLOR i X. 1 ! Y. 1 i Z.I!
! S02 ! TRIANGLE ! S ! 1 . 850 i
i




After getting relation R5? the data of the first atom
of molecule 302 will be send to graphic system to draw
first sphere on Vectrix. then the CAMD system repeats the
same retrieval from step (3) to step (6) to get the second
atom data and sends to graphic system to draw the second
atom on Vectrix. Again? to repeat the rest of atoms until
to finish drawing this molecule. Actually the CAMD
system
does not support these query language for user to code
these commands. But the CAMD system still implicitly
performs this processing.
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The CAMD system maintains two support files, which
are relation.tbl and attribute. tbl . "relat ion. tbl
"
is a
flat file treated as a two-dimensional array of elements.
It contains the name of all relations? the name of data
file? a descriptor of data file? the name of index file? a
descriptor of index file, the number of tuple in data
file? the size of a tuple in the data file? the starting
position of a tuple in the attribute. tbl file of the
relation? the number of attribute in the relation? the end
of file position in the index file? and the end of file
position in the data file. The length of a relation.tbl
tuple is 136 bytes in the system.


























The other system support file? attribute. tbl , also
can be treated like a relation. It contains the name of
all the relations in the system? the name of all the
attributes in the system? the data type of the attribute?
the length of the attribute? and a flag indicating whether
the attribute is primary key. The length of a
attribute. tbl tuple is 80 bytes.











2.2. To Display a Molecule in Data Pool.
The CAMD system defines twelve relations which are
MOLECULE, GEOMETRY, ATOM TABLE? LINEAR, TRIANGLE, TRIGONAL
PLANE, SQUARE PLANE, TRIGONAL BI -PYRAMID, TETRAHEDRAL,
TRIGONAL PYRAMID, SQUARE PYRAMID, and OCTAHEDRAL. There
are no duplicate relational names. Also? the system
automatically defines attribute data types, attribute
names? and attribute numbers. For example, in ATOM TABLE,
there are three attribute fields for one tuple. The first
attribute is a primary key to store atom name. It is
string character data type. The second attribute is
decimal data type to store radius of atom. The third
attribute is string character data type to describe atom
color- Each relation would be described in more detail
later. Basically, this section describes how to create a
molecule, how to display a relation data, how to draw a
molecule, and how to delete a molecule. The fallowing are
implemented in a similar fashion: defining a relation,
selecting a tuple, deleting a tuple? adding a tuple,
displaying a whole table data, and describing a relation
properties in relational data base management system.
To create a relational table, the system writes some





file which are the system support files.
There are three primitive data structures in the CAMD
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system. These are integer type, real type, and character
type. If the attribute data type is a character string,
it also needs to be assigned a character number for that
field. Each relation is associated with one data file and
one index file. The "relation.tbl" file is composed of
relation names and there relative properties: name of data
file and index file, descriptor of data file and index
file? total tuples in data file, size of a data record?
and field of attribute number, end of file position in
data file and index file. The "attribute. tbl
"
file is
composed of relation name, all of attribute names, and
data structure of each attribute.
To add a tuple of data to one of the relations? the
system will check whether this relation already exists in
the CAMD system. Also? it will check if there is a
duplicate key in a relation. If there is no duplicate?
then it stores a tuple of data at the end of this data
file. If the user of the CAMD system wants to create a
new molecule? for example Sulfur dioxide (302), the system
will go to the
"MOLECULE"
relation to check its prirnary
key. If there is no duplicate S02, it will store S02 as
its new key. And then the system asks the user to input
another item of data for the next attribute field which in
this case is "TRIANGLE". Also? the system will add to the
relation
"TRIANGLE"
one tuple of its relative data as
follows: S02 for the first attribute which is the
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molecular name? S for the second field which is the first
atom in its geometric structure? 0 for the third field
which means the second atom is 0? and another 0 for the
fourth field for the third atom.
At the beginning? the user has to store some basic




relation for the future use. Each tuple in "ATOM
TABLE"
is composed of atom name? radius of atom? and color of
atom. In the
"GEOMETRY"
relation? it is stored? geometric
name? center in (x? y? z) -coordinate value of each sphere
(atom)? radius? and color. If some data needs to be
changed in one tuple? then that tuple is deleted and the
modified data is stored. If the system wishes to display
the image of Sulfur dioxide (S02) on the Vectrix graphic
screen? it must perform the following operations. First?
the system checks the first level relation
"MOLECULE"
to
see whether S02 exists or not. If it exists? then the
system selects the corresponding tuple of data from
"MOLECULE". The system can now retrieve more data from
this tuple. The value of the tuples attribute "MODEL.
TYPE"




in the relational data base.
After this second level relation is found? the
system will
select a tuple of data from it whose primary key is 802.
If it exists, it then retrieves the rest
of the data. In
the second attribute of this data, the
system retrieves S
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which is the first atom in the molecular structure. The
"ATOM TABLE"? a third level relation is then searched to
find the radius and color of S. The system keeps this
data in a temporary buffer (sphere buffer) , and goes back
to the second level relation
"TRIANGLE"
to find the third
attribute which is for our example 0. Again? the system
searches the third level relation "ATOM
TABLE"
to get the
data for atom 0 and this data is stored into a temporary
buffer again. This process is continued until the last
attribute is reached in the second level relation
"TRIANGLE". Finally? the system reaches the fourth level
relation
"GEOMETRY"
to get the (x, y, z) coordinate value
for each atom. The graphic system then draws the ball and
stick representation of this molecule on the Vectrix
screen. This implementation is shown in figure 2.1..
Page-3g









































































is appeared in the MOLECULE
relation, the TRIANGLE relation, and the GEOMETRY
relation. It can be found that many relationships exist
in the whole data base to control data integration.
Because the
"TRIANGLE"
is a data of the second attribute
in the first level relation (MOLECULE) and also is one of
the relational name in the second level relation. Also,
the
"TRIANGLE"
is one of the primary keys. in the
"GEOMETRY"
relation
In addition to displaying any molecule? the CAMP
system also can draw all of the nine basic geometric
models if requested. The system selects one tuple from
the
"GEOMETRY"
relation and sends it to graphic system to
draw this model. It is convenient for the user to realize
what it looks like in order to decide which atom should be
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located in which location during the creation of a new
molecule. If the system needs to delete one tuple of data
in relation "MOLECULE"? it also has to delete another
tuple in the second level relation, under the same primary
key.
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2.3. Primary Key Handling with Index Tree.
Each relation has its related index file and data
file. The index file is used to store all primary keys
from the relation. The data file is used to store all
data objects. The system employs an index file to avoid
duplicate keys in the data base system and to find the
starting tuple position with a specified key in the data
file. Each index file was created in as a tree structure.
Each tuple looks contains five fields: lesser-pointer
(left pointer), lessei indicator (left indicator), index
key? greater-pointer (right pointer), and greater-
indicator (right indicator).
The index key is the primary key of the relation and
treated as a root in a tree called index tree. This root
has two left nodes and two right nodes. If an inserting
key is equal or lesser than index key (a root of tree or
subtree)? the data of the inserting key will be put on
lesser-pointer and lesser-indicator. If an inserting key
is greater than index key? the data of inserting key will
be put on greater-pointer and greater-indicator.
The purpose of the left pointer and right pointer is
to store the value of the starting position of the tuple
from data file or index file. The purpose of the left
indicator and right indicator is to indicate that the left
pointer or the right pointer points to the starting
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position of a tuple in the data file or index file.
The layout of index file record was designed in the









Suppose? a relation was created in the system called
MOLECULE. It owns two attributes such as MOLE. NAME,
MODEL. TYPE. In its data structure, MOLE. NAME was set to
character type with 20 bytes of memory. Attribute
MODEL. TYPE was set to character type with 20 bytes. Also,
put a data__in_use control flag for each tuple at the
beginning of each data tuple to see whether the data tuple
is deleted or not. This control flag is an integer data
structure and occupies 4 bytes. So the total number bytes
of one tuple is 44 in its data file. The first tuple was
stored from byte offset 0. The next tuple was stored from
byte offset 44, and so on.
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To store one tuple of the index file? the system
needs 96 bytes of disk memory. Because one tuple of index
file includes 80 bytes for primary key? 4 bytes for
lessei pointer? 4 bytes for storing lessee indicator which
is either index-indicator or data-indicator? 4 bytes for
greatei pointer? and 4 bytes for storing greater-indicator
which is either index-indicator or data-indicator.
One tuple of index file? Byte offset from 0















! <4 bytes) ! < 4 bytes) ! < 80 bytes) ! < 4 bytes) ! < 4 bytes) !
i <- 96 bytes in one tuple > !
In the C programming language? The data structure of
lesser-pointer? lessei indicator, greatei pointer-
greater-indicator are all set as an integer type. An
integer data type occupies four bytes of space. The data
structure of primary key is set as 80 characters type.
The length of one tuple of data file has 44 bytes of disk
memory. If the system wants to store six tuples in the
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data file of the MOLECULE relation? then the starting
position of each primary key in the data file of this










264 for next key
There are several steps to add new keys in the index
file. Each time a new inserting key will compared with
index key to decide how to store this
data. This index
file is stored as a tree structure called index tree.
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The final conclusion of inserting six tuple will be:
In index file:







i 96 index type H20 384 index type !
! 38 data type BeC12 288 index type !
! 132 data type C02 0 data type !
! 176 data type CH4 192 index type !
! 44 data type NH3 220 data type !
In index tree:
Mark :
Square sign represents index key or index node as a
pointer
Circle sign represents data node with
byte value
for its allocation. (It will be leaf only
in index tree).
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2.4. The CAMD System Program Coding Chart.
The overall CAMD system design is illustrated in
figure C-l. The system allows the user to reach the
relational data base management system (R.D.B.M. system)
to retrieve data from relational date base. Then the
system will display data on terminal or enter graphic
system to draw pictures on the vectrix screen. There are
several program coding charts to explain how the CAMD
system was designed from figure C-2 to C-14. These
program charts are related to the following process.
(1). how to use this package.
(2). how to describe the properties of each relation.
(3). how to display the entire relation table.
(4). how to create a relation table.
(5). how to add data objects to data file.
(6). how to add primary keys to index file.
(7). how to design index tree to check duplicate key.
(8). how to list molecular name or list primary keys
from any relation.
(9) . how to delete a molecule or any one tuple
in the relation.
(10). how to get molecular data and send to graphic system
to draw picture on Vectrix graphics terminal.
(11). how to get a tuple of data from one relation
to another relation.
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(12). how to implement color look-up table?
and Vectrix commands.
(13). how to draw a sphere on graphic system.
(14). how to set surface shading (light intensity
on sphere sur-face) .










R. D. B. M. System.
I. To DEFINE relations.
2. To ADD data, (extend relation)
3. To SELECT data.
4. To DELETE data.
5. To PPROJECT data.
6. To JOIN data.
PICTURE DISPLAY.
^

















Display data on TTY.
or







I. Set Color Table.
2. Transfer Object from 3-D to 2-D.
3. Construct Sphere.
4. Set Shading function, (light intensity)












Create and open relation file
T
Create and open attribute file
I









5, List Molecular name






























print several messages to process
I








This function will list
whole relation table
see
Fig. C - 4,






To get Menu Description, to Describe and Display a Relation.
process_display()
do_get_rnameO
to get relational name first
read attribute file and print attribute




print data for every attribute,
If this tuple is still
useful-
colse data file
c return to previous procedure J
page,
i^q
Figure C - 4.







to define 1 2 relations
in CAMD system,
different relation
has Its own attribute























return to previous procedure
Figure C-5.
To Create Molecular Table:
process_deflne() page. $(
duplicate
while relation number <- 12
no
yes
create one of 12 relations




to define : attribute number, attribute names
in one relation.
attribute types
(decimal, integer, character string)
size of one tuple (record).
first attribute field as a primary key in one
relation .
first tuple position In attribute file.
I
Figure C6.




This procedure allowjuser to add
new molecule to MOLECULE table
page. 51
find_tableln_ra_files()
check MOLECULE table In
relation and attribute file
yes exist
open data file and Index file
of MOLECULE table
get input data yes
call index-treeO
check duplicate molecule
which is the primary key of







to store this data into data file
get data, for the rest of attribute,
to specify one kind of geometric
models




e.g. if this molecule is belong
to triangle model type, then
go to TRIANGLE table to store
data In there, see figure C-9
T
return to previous procedure J
Figure C-7 . Add Data to MOLECULE
Relation:
lndex_tree()
this procedure will get one insert data and
check duplicate primary key and create index file
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I
find beglnnlg and ending
position of Index file
I
if two positions are the same, then create
index tree and this data will be root of this index tree
compare Insert key (new data)
and Index key.
(exist data in index tree)
I
if condition < 0,
then process left son node
of Index tree.
this Insert key Is lesser
than Index key
I
if condition - 0,
this is duplicate key
if condition > 0,
than process right son node,
this Insert key Is bigger than
Index key.
I
return to previous procedure
Figure C-8.
To Create Index Tree in Index File
add_jdata_to_model_table()
This procedure to store atom name
In different geometric table
open data file and index files of
current relation table.
check duplicate molecular name in current
geometric table and store Into this table.
get other data for the rest of attributes.
such as, 1st atome, 2nd atom, 3rd atom,.
close data file and Index file of current
relation table.
c return to previous procedure J
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open Index file to store primary key and
open data file to store data for each tuple.
I
Input data of primary key in one tuple
T
call lndex_tree()
to check duplicate primary key, for example :
ATOM TABLE only allowed different atom to be stored
In this relation.
see figure C-8.
if no duplicate primary key
yes
Input the rest of attribute data In one tuple
I
close Index file and data file
I
If try to add one more tuple In this relation
no









Figure C-10. Add data to ATOM TABLE and GEOMETRY relations:
dlsplay_molecular_model()
prepare same data to draw picture
on Vectrix graphics terminal
for the future use
7
select drawing molecule or
drawing standart geometric model
7
check MOLECULE table and GEOMETRY table
exist In CAMD system
J
select_under_condltion()
select one tuple data according to primary key which Is either




this is the second step to find geometric





this procedure will find geometric model






draw_geometr Ic_model ( )
this procedure will get (x, y, z) coordinate




this procedure will draw picture on Vectrix
screen, since already know all the properties
for each sphere.
IT
return to previous procedure}
Figure C- 1 1 . To Display a Molecule or a Basic Geometric Model.
display_2nd_molecular_mode10
Currently, molecular name and geometric
model name are known, according to these
two data, we will find a relation of this
geometric model and treat molecular name as
a key to find the rest of attribute data.
I
open one data file of geometric model table












return original data_ln_use flag to hold original status






to draw any kind of geometric
model, I.e. linear, tetrahedral
see figure C-13.
( return to previous procedure I
page, ^f
Figure C-12.












open data rile and protect status of
data_in_use flag for each tuple
select_under_conditionO
to select one tuple, if atomic name is
exactly the same as one of the primary key
7





(draw_any_geom_model ( ) ")
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find actu al atom number to be drawn
T
get_atom_table_data()
this procedurewill go to ATOM TABLE to
find radius, color for each atom
T
copy atomic name, radius, color into
shpere buffer
get_xyz_value()
this procedure will go to GEOMETRY file to
find central of spere for each different atom




copy x, y, z value of 3-D coord inats
into sphere buffer
Graphic System
d raw_sphere_model ( )
this is graphics procedure. It will draws
sphere on Vectrix graphics screen
c
7
return to previous procedure ")




return atomic radius and color to
previous procedure 3
Figure C-13. To get data from 3rd level relation.
c
get_xyz_value()
to find center of sphere






keep original status of each tuple in
GEOMETRY relation.
It could be deleted already or
















return to previous procedure J
page. S?
Figure C-M. To Find Sphere Location in 3-D.
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3. Computer Graphics in the CAMD System.
3.1. Trans-formation and Projection.
The CAMD system handles models o-f three dimensional
objects. The viewing surface is only two dimensional. The
CAMD system considers ways o-f projecting its object onto
this -flat surface to -form the image. The simplest object
is? o-f course* the point. In two dimensions? the system
can speci-fy a point by establishing a coordinate system
and listing the coordinates o-f the point as in -figure 3-i.
In three dimensions? the system will need an additional
coordinate axis -for the third dimension (three axes in
all? one -for height? one for width? and a third for depth
as in -figure 3-2.
The two dimensional image corresponds to a
particular-
view o-f the three dimensional object,. The process
o-f
finding which
points on the flat screen correspond to the







(0, 1 f (x,y)
= (1,1)
<.0> (1,0)
Figure 3- 1 : position of the point (x, y) = ( 1 , i )
















Figure 3-2 : position of the point (x, y, z) = ( 1 , 1 , 1 )
In 3-dlmenslona] coordinate system.
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There are several ways o-f projecting a three
dimensional object onto the two dimensional screen C83. A
parallel projection is formed by extending parallel line
from each vertex on the object until they interest the
plane o-f the screen. The point of intersection is the
projection o-f the vertex. It connects the projected
vertex by line segments which correspond to connections on
the original object as in -figure 3-3.
One special case o-f discarding the Z coordinate is
the case where the screen? or viewing surface, is parallel
to the xy plane? and the lines o-f projection are parallel
to the z~axis When one moves along these lines o-f
projection? only the value o-f z coordinate changes? the
values o-f x and y remain constant. So the point o-f
intersection with the viewing surface has the same x and y
coordinates as does the vertex on the object. The
projected image is formed from the x and y coordinates?
and the z value is discarded.
In a general parallel projection? any direction may
be selected for the lines of projection. Suppose that the
direction of projection is given by the vector Exp? yp?
zpl and that the image is to be projected onto the xy
plane. If there is a point on the object at (x? y, 2) ?
















Figure 3-3 : A Parallel Projection.
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The parallel projected point (x2?y2> is derived from
the following two equations:
i X J. il f. Kp / Zp/
y2 = yl
-
zl (yp / zp)
Alternatively one may use a perspective projection.
In a perspective projection? the further away a object is
from the viewer- the smaller it appears as is the case
within the human eye. The lines of projection are not
parallel. They all converge at a single point called the
center of projection. This would be the paths of rays of
light coming from the object to the viewer's eye. It is
the intersections of these converging lines with the plane
of the screen that determines the projected image.
Parallel and perspective projection can be used to
form a two dimensional image from a three dimensional
object as seen from the front. But sometimes? the viewer
wish to view the object from the sides? or the top? or
even from behind. We now discuss how can this be done.
All that the system need to do is to apply some
rotation transformations before projecting. The system
can think of the view plane (that is? the plane of our
display surface) as fixed and the object as rotated or the
system can picture the object as fixed and the view plane
as repositioned. The system uses the film in a camera as
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the view plane. and we can move the camera anywhere. So
the system can view the object from any angle. In the
CAMD system? the camera is fixed in one direction. The
picture taken by this synthetic camera is what is shown on
the display surface. as if the film is developed and
stuck upon the screen.
In the CAMD system? (xp/zp) and (yp/zp) are set to be
the constant (0.1) > then all points (xl- yl? zl) in the
3~dirnension coordinate system will be changed to (x2? y2)
in the 2--dimension coordinate system from the following
modified equations?
x2 = xl
- ( 0. 1 * zl )
y2 = yl
- ( 0. 1 * zl )
Under this condition? the viewing surface will be the
direction of about 45 degree rotated y-axis on vectrix
graphics screen. After then? the CAMD system transfers
this original point from the left bottom of corner of
screen to the central of screen and adj usts the size of
Vectrix screen by 480 unit pixels according to the
following formulas:
x = ( 480 * >;2 ) + 336
y
= ( 480 * y2 ) + 240
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The viewer will see this origin point (0? 0? 0) on the
Vectrix screen after above transformations as in figure
3-4. The camera is treated as a view plane. Also? this
view plane will be the same as on the Vectrix screen? see
in figure 3-5.
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3.2. Changing Color Table Entries.
In some computer graphic applications? one may need
precise manipulation of the color table to achieve special
effects to display depth cues? surfacing? illumination
shading and color balancing? for visual preference.
Typical methods applying for these techniques include
solid modelling? animation? paint programs? and graphics
arts [93.
The CAMD system employs Vectrix commands to change
color table entries on the Vectrix graphic system. The
"Q"
command allows the user to change any entry in the table
to any value. The format is "Q i n rl gl bl r2 g2
b2...". The
"i"
parameter indicates the first table entry
to change,
"n"
indicates the total number of table entries
to be changed? with
"n"
ranging from 1 to 512. The
remaining values are the actual values to be inserted in
each consecutive table entry for
"n"
entries. To change
entries #56 (pure green in default table) to pure red? !!Q
56 1 255 0
0"
would be entered. Entering "Q 1 3 255 0 0
0 255 0 0 0
255"
will change entries 1? 2? and 3 to pure
red? green? and blue respectively.
The CAMD system sets up a color table in the Vectrix.
The first three bits choose the color? The other 6 bits
for the shade. There are eight kinds of pure color in the
i-jjagts oo
system? these are black? red? green? yellow? blue? pink?
cyan? and white. Since the Vectrix can display 512 colors
simultaneously on the screen? the CAMD system uses 64
different color intensities for each pure color- For
example? Greys are produced by mixing the three colors
red? green and blue in even amounts (i.e. 30? 30? 30? or
62? 62? 62). The higher the numbers? the brighter the
shade of grey. The value of black is <0? 0? 0) . So to
set up black we use "Q 1 64 0 0 0 111 222 ...
63
63 63". To set up the red entries in table locations from
65 to 128, The Vectrix command
"Q"
with "Q 65 64 4 0 0 8
0 0 12 0 0 ... 256 256
256"
is used? and represents 64
different intensity of red. The color table entry 65 is
light red. on the other hand? the entry 128 is dark red.
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The entire color look-up table will be created by the
CAMD system using the following vectrix commands forms;
Black will be:
Q 1 64 0 0 0 111 222 3 3 3 ... 63 63 63
Red will be:
Q 65 64 4 0 0 8 0 0 12 0 0 16 0 0 . . . 256 0 0
Green will be:
Q 1 29 64 0 4 0 0 8 0 0 1 2 0 0 1 6 0 ... 0 256 0
Yellow will be:
Q 193 64 4 4 0 8 8 0 12 12 0 16 16 0 ... 256 256 0
Blue will be:
Q 257 64 0 0 4 0 0 8 0 0 12 0 0 16 ... 0 0 256
Pink will be:
Q 321 64 4 0 4 8 0 8 12 0 12 16 0 16 ... 256 0 256
Cyan will be:
Q 385 64 0 4 4 0 8 8 0 12 12 0 16 16 ... 0 256 256
White will be:
Q 449 04 4 4 4 8 8 8 12 12 12 16 16 16... 256 256 256
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3.3. Algorithm to draw a sphere.
This section describes how a sphere was drawn on the
graphics system. The CAMD system puts a sphere in any
location in the 3-dirnension Cartesian coordinate system.
In figures? the Z-axis is perpendicular to the
XY
plane or on the paper- The center of sphere is denoted by
(ex? cy? cz). There are many planes passing
through the
sphere that includes its center. Lat A be the plane that
parallel to the XY-plane? and includes (ex? cy? cz) . Let
B be the circle formed by the intersection of Fiane A
and











S-- 1 To divided upper
semi-circle
f rcr.-. a sphere in 3-J
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Let ab be the line through the center of circle B and
parallel to the X-axis. The line ab divides circle B into
two semi-circles? the upper semi-circle and the lower
serni-circle. This upper semi-circle can be cut into many
equal sections. In the CAMD system? it is cut into
twenty-five equal partitions. But now? for the
convenience of description? it is cut into six partitions.
In other words? there are six equal angles 61? 2? 63? 4?
5 and 6 for these six partitions? and they describes
five points pi? p2? p3? p4 and p5 on the upper semi
circle? see figure S-l. These five points define five
planes that cut the sphere into four rings ( or ring belts
) and two shells? see figure S-2. These five planes must



















To produce four rings and shells fi-om & sphere in 3-^
p agvr ~_
The distance of point pi from the center of the
sphere is the radius of sphere. This distance is the same
as from point p2 to the center of sphere. The values of
pl(x? y) and p2(x? y) can be calculated using a Trigonal









Thus pi(x? y) = (r * cos (61)? r * sin (61) ) and p2(x? y)
= (r * cos (2) ? r * sin (2) ) ? where r is the radius of
circle B? see figure S-3.
plane A






The distance of plane xpl
to plane yz is (r ras
< vr /<'. * c>..
The distance of plans





To find pi &nd p2
coordinate values.
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*s the y value of point pi. The center of the
Each ring bounded by two circles. For ring 1 let cl and
c2? be these two circles. The center of circle cl is the
point ol(r * cos (1) + ex, cy, cz) . and the radius of
circle cl is r * sin (1). This value is exactly the same
irele c2
is the point 02 (r * cos (2) + ex? cy-, cz) . The radius
of circle c2 is the height of point p2 which is r * sin
(2). In 3-dimension coordinate system, the x values for
each of the points on circle cl are all the same value.
It is (r * cos (1) + ex). This value is exactly the same
as the x value of the center of this circle? because this










The radius of circled is
r sin 01
= r sin (Ti/6).
The radius oi circled- is
r sin 0 2
= r sin (2 11/ 6;
Figure S-4.
To find two radius
~f circle Cl and circle C2.
P3<-
If the xz-plane is rotated 90 degree in a clockwise
direction. the X-axis will be perpendicular to the paper.






Figure S-5, A ring is divided into 12 equal facets.
Now it can be seen that each ring is made up of two
circles. One is deeper and the other is closer to the
viewer- The rings can be considered as being divided into
a number of equal sections. In the CAMD system, each ring
was cut into fifty pieces to make the surface of the
sphere appear smooth. To make the description of the
algorithm used by CAMD easier we will consider each ring
to be divided into 12 sections. ^hus? each piece makes an
angle of (360 / 12) = 30 degrees to the x-axis? see figure
3-5. Then we can find (x? y? z) value far point p3 and
p4. The system connects point pi, pZ, p3, and p4 to
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become a four sides of polygon as shown in figure S-5.
This polygon will be the rear part of the ring. This just
like to draw deeper one first in z-value. Also, the
system can calculate next eleven polygons step by step.
Then according to different color intensive to draw each
polygon. After the CAMD system has finished drawing one
ring? the system will draw the next ring until the last
shell of the sphere is drawn.
In the shell of sphere? each polygon only exists
three sides. In other words? each polygon only employed
three points to draw last part of sphere. The fourth
point in new polygon is gone after the last cutting plane
xp5 happened. The system will treat this shell as a ring
which consists of 12 triangles as shown in figure 5-6.
Each triangle is a degenerated polygon. For example?






Figure S - 6. A Shell is divided into 12 equal triangles.
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In any four sides of polygon? there are four
points
to produce this convex polygon A named pi? p2? p3? and p4
as shown in figure 3-7 and figure 3-3. To find the next
four points for the connective convex polygon B? Point 2
and point 3 in polygon A are the first point and the
fourth point in polygon B respectively.
97.
Figure S - 7.




Figure S - 8.







There are some coordinate values of four sets of four
points in polygon A (plp2p3p4) of first ring from figure
S-7 and figure 3-3. Assuming that this sphere is divided
into six rings and each ring is divided in 12 facets. Let
the coordinate of vertex be Xi? Yi? and Zi. So?
point 1 :
xl = xplaneCl]
= r * cos ((3.14 * 1) / 6) + ex
= 0. 1732
yl = ringClKOIICOI!





(r * sin ((3.14 * 1) / 6)) * sin ((2 pi
* 0) / 12) + cz
= 0.0000
point 2:
x2 = xplaneCl II
= r * cos ((3.14 * 1) / 6)
+ ex
= 0. 1732
y2 = ringC IK 1 j C03
= (r * sin ((3.14 * 1) / 6))
* cos ((2 pi * 1) / 12) + cy
= 0.0366
z2 = ringCllCUCl]
= (r * sin ((3.14 * 1) / 6) )




>:3 = xp lane CO 1
= r * cos ((3. 14 * 2) / 6) + ex
= 0. 1000
y3 = ringCOHlKOl
= (r * sin ((3.14 * 2) / 6) ) * cos ( (2 pi * 1) / 12) + cy
= 0. 1500
z3 = ringCODCl-KlIl
= (r * sin ((3.14 + 2) / 6)) * sin ((2 pi * 1) / 12) + cz
= 0 . 0886
point 4:
x4 = xplaneCOH
= r * cos ((3.14 + 2) / 6) + ex
= 0. 1000
y4 = ringCOKOHCOH
= (r * sin ((3.14 * 2) / 6) ) * cos ((2 pi * 0) / 12) + cy
- 0. 1732
z4 = ringC03C03Ci:
= (r * sin ((3.14 * 2) / 6) ) * sin ((2 pi * 0) / 12) + cz
= 0.0000
In figure 3-3? The distance from
Original to xpl-plane is
( (r * cos ((1 * 3.14)
6) + ex). The distance from
Original to xp2~plane is ( (r
* cos ((2 * 3.14) / 6) + ex).
pags
The radius of circle cl is (r * sin 01)
= (r * sin 3.14 /
6). and the radius of circle c2 is (r * sin 02)
= (r *
sin (2 * 3.14) / 6) . A detail sphere diagram can be
found
in figure S-9 and two color plates A and B. Color
plate A
is in drawing status.
Co, (7,0)
Figure S-9. A Structure of Sohere,
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3.4. Shading a Polygonal Facet in Sphere.
The next step toward achieving realism is the shading
of the visible surface. The appearance of a sphere
surface depends on the normal vector on each facet. The
CAMD system draws polygons one by one to create a sphere
with the appropriate color. The graphic system has to
know how much the color intensity value should be for each
polygon. The system assumes that the polygon is a planar-
object of uniform color and uses the first three points to
determine the plane. These three points can produce two
vectors in the same plane and the cross product produces a
normal vector. The system uses this normal vector to
determine the color intensity value for this facet of the
sphere.
There are several properties of a vector that are
used in this project. A vector is a directed line
segment? characterized by its length and its direction
only. If the initial point of b is the terminal point of
"a. Then the sum of a and b is defined as the vector c
drawn from the initial point of a to the terminal point of
"b. It could be written
= a + b
The length of a vector a?
denoted by !al? is the distance
between its initial and its
terminal points. The notation
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is used for the vector that has length Hai and whose
direction- is opposite to "a*.
The direction of the three unit vectors ~i\ ~f? !< are
the positive directions of coordinate axes. They are
orthogonal unit vectors. The coordinate system is right-
handed? which means that if a rotation of i into the
direction of j through 90 degree corresponds to turning a
right-handed screw. The vector k has the direction in
which the screw advances. Usually? the Origin 0 of the
coordinate system is the initial point of all vectors.
Any vector v = Cx? y? z 3 can be written as a linear
combination of the unit vectors i, j? k as follows:
v = x i + y j +zk
The number x? y? z are sometimes called the elements of
vector "v". The cross product of two vectors vi? v2 is
another vector vl x v2 that is perpendicular to each of
the original two vectors. The direction for this vector
~vt x "v2 may be determined by imagining that the
perpendicular line is grasped by the right hand with the
fingers curling from vl to
v2. The right thumb then
points in the correct direction for
vl x v2.
Now? suppose that A(xl? yl ? zl)? B(x2? y2? z2> ? C(x3,
y3? z3)? and D(x4? y4?
z4) are the four points of a
polygonal facet. The normal (N) to
the facet ABCD can be
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obtained by finding the cross-product of adjacent vectors
(AB and AC) at vert ice A. The normal to this plane at A
is a straight line through A and perpendicular to the
facet ABCD. So
AB = C(x2 - xl) (y2 - yl) (z2 - z 1 > 3
AC = C(x3 - xl) (y3 - yl) <z3 - zl)3
The cross product of the two vector AB and AC is written
AB X AC = (<x2~xl) i + (y2-yl) j + (z2-zl) k) X
((x3-xl) i + (y3-yl) j + (z3-zl) k)
which can be written
















where i? j? k are the unit vectors
in the x? y? z
directions? respective. This is a mnemonic aid
rather than
a true determinant? since
the element of the first row are
vectors instead of numbers.
Let? AB x AC
=
"N-
= Cnx, ny? nzJ?
"n"
is the so called
surface normal vector of A.
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The length or magnitude of surface normal vector N is
! M ! = / (nx) + (ny) + (nz)
and the surface unit normal vector UN is
i. N AB x AC
UN = - = ---. ---





j_ + j +








/nx + ny + nz Jnx + ny + nz ,/nx + ny + n:
Then? the system selects one vector rn = Crnx? rny? rnzl.
The unit normal vector of rn is MV = m / irn! = CMX? MY?
MZIi. Then the system uses each surface unit normal vector
UN to subtract the other unit normal vector MV to produce
a new vector NV.
so? the new vector is
NV =
nx ny nz
rj ( MX) ( MY) ( MZ)1
/2 2 2 / 2
~" "
2 2 I 2 2
nx + ny + nz J nx
+ ny + nz J nx
+ ny + nz




nx 2 ny 2 n:









J nx + ny
+
nz I nx + ny + nz j
n
2 2 2
x + ny + nz
-/;since, ! MV ! I
MX*
+ = 1
It is easy to see that
0 <== !NV! (= 2
Let, VecLen = ! NV ! / 2
Thus? VecLen has value between 0 and 1 and is used
for percentage of full color intensity for the polygonal
facet. The full color intensity was separated in 64
levels. If the value of VecLen is very small, the drawing
color will be very bright. The following
expressions are
used to determine color intensity.






The CAMD system uses this
technique to obtain the final
drawing color for
each facet of each sphere. The Vectrix
graphic
"F"
command is used to fill the polygonal facet
with this drawing
color. The CAMD system displayed the
spheres with color
and illumination as shown in Color
Plates 1-18.
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3.5. Vectrix Tools in the CAMD System.
In the CAMD system? the Vectrix is assumed to be one
of the TTY terminals treated as a Unix file. So the CAMD
system has to open a file and allow messages to be sent to
this file. The source code to draw a line from (xl? yl)
to (x2? y2) in white on the Vectrix screen written in the








vtx = fopen ("/dev/ttyi26"? "w"),
fprintf (vtx, "G")s
fprintf (vtx? "RE") 5
fprintf (vtx, "KF")
scanf ("7.d"/;d%d7.d", &xl? &yl? &x2, 8>.y2) ?
fprintf (vtx, "C V.d \n"? color_white)
'
fprintf (vtx? "M V.d V.d
\n"
? xl? yl ) ?
fprintf (vtx? "L V.d V.d \n", x2? y2) ;
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There are several vectrix commands used by the CAMD
system. These tools are described as follows:
The C command (set color) is used for selecting a
color for the next drawing operation. The C command sets
the current drawing color. All drawing will use this color
until the next C command is used. If a color value larger
than 511 is specified, a modulus operation will be
performed to determine the color. For example?
"C512"
will actually select color table index entry #0.
The E command (erase screen) clears the screen to a
particular color. There are several functions for this
command:
1. To erase the screen? Any image is overlaid.
2. To set the entire screen's color to the color
number following the E.
3. To set the current drawing point to x = 0? y = 0
in 2D mode or x= 0? y =0? z
= 0 in 3-D mode.
The F command ( fill polygon) draws an
"n"
sided
polygon and fills it with the specified fill
color- The F
command draws a polygon with
"count"
number of vertices at
the specified x? y
coordinates? or if in 3-D mode? at the
x? y? z coordinates.
Vertices may be specified either in
clockwise or counterclockwise
order- The Vectrix will
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automatically fill the interior with the color specified
by "fill color". The border of the polygon is drawn
first? using the "fill color"? The current drawing color
is not changed. The final side of the polygon need not be
specified because the Vectrix assumes the first vertex is
also the last. After this command executes? the current
drawing point becomes the first vertex. This applies in
both absolute and relative mode. The polygon fill
algorithm used is a "Y scan line convex polygon
fill"
and
does not fill polygon with concave (squeezed in) areas on
the top or bottom of the polygon.
The G command (go warrnstart) resets most operating
parameters. This command provides a way to reset ail
modes and many other conditions to
a default state. This
process is called a warrnstart initialization. The
conditions resets are
Absolute coordinates? 2-D
coordinates? Blank video mode? ASCII decimal transmission,
Current drawing point to (0?
0)? Color drawing mode?
Default character set? Character
magnification to 1,
Character angle to 0? Character spacing
to 7 (horizontal)
and 0 (vertical), and 12
(line)? Rectangular Fill Pattern
to all ones, Viewport to
full screen, 3-D transformation
matrix to identity, Image
pan to zero? Bit plane Mask
Register to all ones? Pattern
Register to all ones (a
solid line)
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The KF command (select flash video mode) sets flash
mode for greater transmission speed. In flash mode, the
display can be updated continually rather than only during
the vertical retrace period - hence update is faster.
However? the screen may flash short horizontal streaks as
the image is changed.
The L command (line) draws a line from the current
drawing points to the coordinates specified. In 2-D mode?
L draws a line from the current drawing point to the x? y
position on the screen. In 3-D mode? this command draws a
line to x? y? z coordinate values in object space. The
color of the line will be the current drawing color.
After execution of this command? the current drawing point
will be the endpaint specified in the command. This
command is affected by the pattern register. To draw a
solid line? the register must contain all ones.
The M command (move) moves the current drawing point
to a new location. Similar to lifting a pen from the
paper surface and moving it to another point? this command
moves the starting point for the
next command. Move is
useful for specifying beginning points of lines, the seed
points of complex fills? and the starting points of text.
The current drawing point moves to
the new (x? y) position
on the screen without drawing any
lines on the display.
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The Q command (define color lookup table value) used
to redefine the color lookup table create custom colors or
to reorganize the table.
The RE command (REplace mode) used to replace an area
with a new color? rather than mixing the new and overlaid
color. The replace mode permits user to write over an
existing image with a new one. It replaces an old image
with a new one? without mixing the current and previous
colors. This mode is slower than OR mode? because all
enabled bitplanes must be written in order to replace the
color-
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4. Properties of Molecular Structure.
4.1. Prototype of Atom.
In the CAMD system there is a relation for storing
all data about an atom in its relational data base. The
name of the atom is the primary key of this table. The
other two attributes store the radius and color of this
atom. The radius of an atom (assuming a spherical shape)
may be defined as the distance of closest approach to
another atom and is the distance at which the mutual
repulsion of the electron clouds and the mutual attraction
of the nuclear charge of each for the electrons of the
other are in equilibrium under specified circumstances.
If the two atoms are the same? the radius of each is one
half the internuelear distance; if they are unlike, the
internuclear distance is the sum of the individual radii.
In general- the radii decrease from the beginning to
end of any period? the
rate of decrease being less the
higher the number of the period. In the CAMD
system? the
value of atom was
measured in angstroms? such as? the
o
radius of hydrogen atom is 1.250
A. In this description?
angstroms (A) are used for
convenience of notation. (1
angstrom = meter).
Again, in general, the radii
increase going down any
column in the periodic table.
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The fallowing table is the structure of the atom file
that exist in CAMD system.
relation name : ATOM TABLE




























1 . 250 GREEN
2 . 200 GREEN
2. 170 GREEN
1 . 350 PINK
1 . 540 YELLOW
1 . 400 RED
1 . 350 CYAN
2 . 530 WHITE
2.240 GREEN
1 . 960 PINK
1 . 850 BLUE
1 . 300 PINK
1 . 590 CYAN
1 . 600 CYAN
1.410 YELLOW
2.010 YELLOW
2 . 020 RED
2.010 BLUE





2 . 1 90 RED
1 . 830 YELLOW
1 . 690 RED
1 . 470 CYAN
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4.2. Prototype of Molecule.
This section roughly describes what a molecule looks
like. A molecule is the smallest particle of a chemical
substance capable of independent existence with retention
of all its chemical properties. Molecules comprise one or
more atoms which need not be of the same kind.
Structurally? a more specific definition would be that a
molecule is a local assembly of atomic nuclei and
electrons in a state of dynamic stability. The cohesive
forces are electrostatic? but? in addition? relatively
small electromagnetic interactions may occur between the
spin and orbital motions of the electrons? especially in
the neighborhood of heavy nuclei.
In the CAMD system? there are nine geometric
structures: linear? triangle? trigonal plane? square
plane? trigonal pyramid? tetrahedral, trigonal bi-pyramid?
square pyramid? and octahedral. There is a relation
called MOLECULE to store all of molecules in the CAMD
system. The name of molecule (MOLE. NAME) is the primary
key of this table. There is
another attribute which is
MODEL. TYPE for specified type of molecule structure.
whenever there is request to create a new molecule? to
list some molecular name? to delete a molecule? or to draw
a molecule, the system must
go to this relation to check
whether this molecule
exists in MOLECULE relation or not.
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Although the system allowed user to create these nine
kinds of molecular structures? in fact? there are
thousands of different models derived from these nine
standard geometric structures and could exist in the
system. For example? tetrahedron is one of these rn2 Let's
say? a tetrahedron is a figure having four faces? each of
which is an equilateral triangle. The nucleus is at the
center and the axes extend out to the corners. These four
corners could be composed of many different of atoms to
become different molecules depended on their radius and
color of atom. such as? CH4? CHCI3? CH2C1F? and CC14.
These are all different molecules? so they are all allowed
to be stored in the relational data base. The following
table is one of relations in the system. The lists is the
molecules that currently exist in the CAMD system. Also?
some molecules can be found in color plate from 10 to IS.
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relation name : MOLECULE













































4.3. Prototype of Geometric Model.
In the GEOMETRY table? the system keeps X? Y and Z
coordinate values, the standard radius? and color for each
sphere in different standard geometric model. These data
have already existed in the CAMD database system. The
first attribute (GEOM.NAME) is the name of geometric
model? the second attribute (X.l) is the value of the X
coordinate value of the first sphere. The third attribute
(Y. 1) is the Y coordinate value of the first sphere. The
fourth attribute (Z.i) is the Z coordinate value of the
first sphere. The fifth attribute (RADIUS. 1) is the value
of radius of the same sphere. The sixth attribute
(COLOR. 1) is the color of the same sphere? too. The
following five attributes will be the data of second
sphere? and so on.
If the CAMD system wants to draw a standard
tetrahedral geometric model? it uses the GEOMETRY relation
to select a tuple whose primary key is tetrahedral. It
then gets five attribute sets of data (X? Y? Z? RADIUS?
COLOR) for the five spheres. After this? the system will
draw five spheres on the Vectrix graphic screen according
to different location? radius? and
color. The following
GEOMETRY table contains all of the data of the nine
geometric models and shows
us where the center location of
each sphere is. Also? these nine standard geometric model
can be seen in color plate
from 1 to 9.
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relation name 5 GEOMETRY
GEOM.NAME X. 1 Y. 1 Z. 1 RADIUS. 1 COLOR. 1
X.2 Y.2 . .*. RADIUS. 2 COLOR . 2
X.3 Y.3 Z . 3 RADIUS. 3 COLOR. 3
X.4 Y.4 Z.4 RADIUS. 4 COLOR. 4
X.5 Y.5 Z . 5 RADIUS. 5 COLOR. 5
X.6 Y.6 Z.6 RADIUS. 6 COLOR. 6
X.7 Y.7 Z . 7 RADIUS. 7 COLOR. /
OCTAHEDRAL 0 . 300 0 . 000 -0 . 600 1 . 600 BLUE
-0 . 300 0.000 -0 600 1 . 600 GREEN
0 . 000 0 . 300 0 . 000 1 . 600 RED
0 . 000 0. 000 0 . 000 1 . 600 PINK
0 . 000 -0. 300 0 . 000 1 . 600 GREEN
0 . 300 0. 000 0 . 600 1 . 600 CYAN
-0 . 300 0. 000 0 . 600 1 . 600 YELLOW
SQUARE PYRAMID 0 . 300 0.000 --0 . 600 1 . 600 YELLOW
-0.300 0.000 --0 . 600 1 . 600 BLUE
0 . 000 0.300 0 . 000 1 . 600 GREEN
0 . 000 0. 000 0 . 000 1 . 600 RED
0 . 300 0. 000 0 . 600 1 . 600 CYAN
-0 . 300 0. 000 0 . 600 1 . 600 PINK
-99 . 000 -99 . 000 -99.000 0.000 *
TRIGONAL BI-PYRAMID 0. 150 0.000 -0.259 1 . 600 BLUE
0 . 000 0.300 0. 000 1 . 600 GREEN
0 . 000 0 . 000 0 . 000 1 . 600 RED
-0.300 0.000 0 . 000 1 . 600 PINK
0 . 000 -0.300 0 . 000 1 . 600 CYAN
0 . 1 50 0. 000 0 . 259 1 . 600 YELLOW
-99.000 -99 . 000 -99. 0<>0 0.000 *
TETRAHEDRAL 0. 150 -0.300 -0.259 1 . 600 PINK
0 . 000 0.300 0 . 000 1 . 600 GREEN
0 . 000 0 . 000 0 . 000 1 . 600 CYAN
-0.300 -0.300 0 . 000 1 . 600 YELLOW
0. 150 -0.300 0 . 259 1 . 600 RED
-99.000 -99.000 -99 . 0<DO 0 . 000 *















































-99.000 -99.000 0.000 *
0.000 0.000 0.000 *
TRIGONAL PLANE 0 . 1 50
0 . 000
-0 . 300
























0 . 000 *
TRIANGLE 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.600 CYAN
-0.300 0.000 0.000 1.600 GREEN
0.150 0 . 000 0 . 259 1 . 600 RED
-99.000 -99.000 -99.000 0.000 *
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 *
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 *
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 *










-99.000 -99.000 0.000 *









The following nine tables show where atoms are
located in each molecule. For instance? in the
TETRAHEDRAL table (or relation), the CAMD system stores
molecular names as the first attribute, and the rest of
the five attributes will be stored with the atom name.
When the user inputs new molecular data? they must specify
which atom belongs to which location of molecule. The
CAMD system has already defined the atom's order in each
geometric model. These atom allocating rules are shown on
the figure M-l, and figure M-2. For example? molecule
Xenon Tetraoxide (Xe04) ? has Xe atom in the center of this
tetrahedral model and 0 atoms in four ends. Atom 1 is
located at rear of tetrahedral model. Atom 2 is located
at the top of this model. Atom 3 is located at the center
of this model. Atom 4 is located at left corner of this
model from figure M-l. Atom 5 is located at front corner
























Figure M-l. STANDARD GEOMETRIC MODELS
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A Standard Linear Model :
atom 3






















Figure M-2. STANDARD GEOMETRIC MODELS
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Table 1:
relation name : LINEAR
MOLE.!NAME ATOM. 1 ATOM. 2 ATOM. 3
BeC12 Cl Be Cl
C02 0 C 0
HgC12 Cl Hg Cl
HCN H c N
XeF2 F Xe F
Table 2:
relation name TRIANGLE
MOLE. NAME ATOM. 1 ATOM. jL. ATOM. 3
302 S 0 0
S20 0 S s
H20 0 H H
SC12 s Cl Cl
Table 3:
relation name : TRIGONAL PLANE
MOLE. NAME ATOM. 1 ATOM. 2 ATOM. 3 ATOM. 4
BF3 F B F F
BC13 Cl B Cl Cl
S03 0 S 0 0
GaI3 Ga I Ga Ga
0CF2 F c 0 F
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Table 4:
relation name : SQUARE PLANE



























relation name TRIGONAL PYRAMID
MOLE. NAME ATOM. 1 ATOM. 2 ATOM. 3 ATOM. 4
NH3 H H N H
NF3 F F N F
NI3 I I N I
PC 13 Cl Cl
r-i
r Cl
A fcr l.J v.j 0 0 Xe 0
Table 6:
relation name TETRAHEDRAL
MOLE. NAME ATOM.l ATOM. ATOM. 3 ATOM. 4 ATOM.
CH4 H H C H H
Xe04 0 0 Xe 0 0
CHC 1 o H Cl C Cl Cl
SiF4 F F Si F F
Br04- 0 0 Br 0 0
NH4+ H H N H H
FeC14- Cl Cl Fe Cl Cl
CH2C1F H H C Cl F
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Table 75
relation name TRIGONAL BI-PYRAMID
MOLE. NAME ATOM. 1 ATOM. 2 ATOM. 3 ATOM. 4 ATOM. 5 ATOM. 6
PC15 Cl Cl P Cl Cl Cl
SbCIS Cl Cl 3b Cl Cl Cl
PF5 F F P F F F
NiPBrS3 S P Ni 3 Br S
0SF4 F F S 0 F F
Table 8:
relation name SQUARE PYRAMID
MOLE . NAME ATOM . 1 ATOM . 2 ATOM . 3 ATOM . 4 ATOM . 5 ATOM . 6
BrF5 F F F Br F F
TeF5 F F F Te F F
CSbFSIl F F F Sb F F
Table 9:
relation name OCTAHEDRAL
MOLE. NAME ATOM. 1 ATOM.,2 ATOM.,3 ATOM. 4 ATOM.,5 ATOM. 6 ATOM. 7
SF6 F F F S F F F
CFe6 Fe Fe Fe c Fe Fe Fe
CSiF63 Si F F Si F F F





A Sphere in Red
with Shade.

















































































5. Conclusions and Future Directions.
In this thesis? the Computer Aided Molecular Design
System (the CAMD system) has implemented a relational data
base management system to retrieve data? used index trees
to prevent duplicate key from existing in one relation?
and set up color lookup table in 64 intensity for each
color. It also determines each surface polygon in each
sphere? finds the surface normal in each facet? and
determines color intensity for each polygon in order to
draw a sphere with illumination.
A relational database model was chosen for the CAMD
system. It employs simple tabular structures that are
conceptually simple to understand. In the relational
model it is easier to express data integration and
extraction than with network structures. A database in
the CAMD system is simply a UNIX directory. The name of
the directory is the name of the database. This is a
reasonable method of organisation as a database can be
viewed as simply a collection of
data relations? with the
DBMS imposing organization
on the data. Correspondingly?
a relation is represented by a UNIX file.
The relation.tbl and attribute.
tbl files allow the
CAMD system to
authenticate the existence of relation and
attribute names prior to opening the actual relation. For
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this reason? all the CAMD system processes have to access
one or both these files in some manner. Each relation has
its corresponding data file and index file. Between the
relations (data files and index files), the relation.tbl,
and attribute. tbl file, there is sufficient information
for the CAMD system to access the relations in an
organized manner and answer user's requests.
In the CAMD system? the index tree performs three
advantageous functions: (1) storing primary keys, (2)
avoiding duplicate key? (3) finding the location of
primary keys in data file. In the third function, it also
makes it easier and faster to access a key in the data
file than sequentially searching from the initial position
of the data file.
The CAMD system does not offer multiple-record delete
or all-record delete? because the system maintains twelve
relations for each process to use related data in data
base. For example? if the user of the CAMD system deleted
all tuples in ATOM TABLE relation, the CAMD system can not
find radius and color for a particular atom. Also? if the
system allows the user to delete multiple-tuple, said
"COLOR ~ GREEN"? then the system can not find other atoms
whose color is green. Currently? the system manipulates
DELETE operation under the first attribute only to compare
which tuple is to be deleted. In other words? a data
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tuple was deleted for which the primary key is only equal
to a specified data. But the system program originally
was designed to do multiple-tuple delete, all-tuple delete
under any specified attribute. If one tuple was deleted,
the system will change data-in-use flag to specify that
this tuple does not exist. And this tuple can not be used
again. But from the disk memory point, this deleted tuple
still occupied a tuple length of space in data file.
UPDATE operations can be seen in a general query
language. The CAMD system does not support this
operation. The UPDATE operation is used to modify
attribute values in one or more existing records in a
table. The user can do a deletion first, then followed by
an insertion to incorrect tuple. Whenever the data needs
to be modified in a tuple of table, the user has to do the
DELETE operation to remove this specified tuple. Then the
user adds the modified tuple at the end of data file. If
these process happens many times, then the data file will
became bigger and bigger. Thus the system wastes lots of
storage. So? the incorporation of an
"UPDATE"
operation
would be a future extension for the CAMD system.
The CAMD system only allows creation of nine standard
geometric models. Because the program designer has already
fixed nine different relations to store these nine model.
When the user enters this system the first time and
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requests the system to define these relations once in data
base system. After that, if the user requests to define
these relations, the system will show some error message,
since these relations have already been defined. on the
other hand, if the user really wants to create a new
relation for new geometric model, then the system program
has to be modified. Because the GEOMETRY relation only
accommodates seven sets of atom's data. Each set of
atom's data needs 5 attributes to store (x? y- z)
coordinate value? radius and color. The maximum atom
number in the CAMD system is seven. In each data tuple,
its primary key is used to hold the geometric model type,
such as TRIANGLE. Each data tuple needs 36 attributes.
Therefore? to create a new geometric model which is more
than seven spheres? it must extend the attribute fields.
The CAMD system does not currently provide this function.
Provision of this function is another future development.
One can take and the CAMD system would then be more
powerful in designing more complex molecules.
When inserting data into the GEOMETRY relation? the
total number of sphere could be less than seven spheres in
some geometric models.. The triangle model only requires
three spheres. It only needs sixteen attribute spaces to
store its data. But there are thirty-six attributes in
each tuple. So the user has to input (-99? -99, -99) for
next (x, y? z) coordinate value as a terminal flag. Then
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the CAMD system will discard the rest of attribute in the
data tuple.
In graphics system? to draw a standard geometric
model or a molecule, the molecular bond will be drawn
first between its related spheres from center of sphere to
the center of another sphere, then according to hidden
surface removal effective to determine drawing which
sphere or which stick first from rear to front in z-axis
direction. The graphic system also can find exactly
connective point between sphere (atom) and stick (bond) to
make molecule more stereography.
When the system draws a molecule on graphic screen,
the ideal of parallel projection was selected. But why not
the ideal of perspective projection? Because there is a
ambiguity for molecular structure.
Usually, the
interpretation of perspective projection is often based on
the assumption that a smaller abject is further away. If
there are two houses on the screen. One appears bigger
than the other- It would probably be assumed that the
larger house is nearer to the viewer.
However the house
which appears larger (a
mansion, perhaps) may actually be
more distant than the one
which appears small (a cottage,
perhaps)? at least so long as there are no other cues,
such as trees and windows.
When the viewer knows that the
projected objects have many
parallel lines, perspective
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does convey depth, because the parallel lines seems to
converge at their vanishing points. This convergence may
actually be a stronger depth cue than the decreasing size
effect .
The perspective projections stick-figure molecule
representations were less convincing than parallel
projections, explaining this by the lack of converging
parallel lines in molecular structures (spherical
structures) . Also atom A (Aluminum? perhaps) may be
bigger than atom B (Hydrogen? perhaps). The Aluminum may
also have deeper Z coordinate value. If the system did a
perspective projection to draw two spheres? The atom A
would be smaller than atom B. On the screen The viewer
will assume that Hydrogen is larger than Aluminum. So the
system preferred to select parallel projection in this
project. But how can it provide depth cues to the viewer?
The system used hidden-surface removal ideal to draw
picture. In other words? it always draw deep value in 2
coordinate first from rear object to front object. In this
way it does convey
depth.
This thesis combined computer graphics and a
relational data base management system to implement a
Computer Aided Molecular Design system. Its importance
can be realized in a variety of applications. This
package may be used in
chemical education to understand
chemistry
concepts in molecular structure.
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7. Appendix.
7.1. Some Output Examples.
Script started on Mon Dec 15 13:44:29 1986
<1>V. r un
/
WELCOME TO CAMD SYSTEM
(Computer Aided Molecular Design System)
1. HELP, 2. Create Molecular Table, 3. List Molecular Name
4. Display a Molecular Model, 5. Delete a Molecule, 6. QUIT.
Please enter one number to process ==> 2
1. To de-fine table and attribute name.
2. To add data into table.
3. To exit CAMD system
Input data > 1
To create MOLECULE -file.
To create GEOMETRY file.
To create LINEAR -file.
To create TRIANGLE file.
To create TRIGONAL PLANE file.
To create SQUARE PLANE file.
To create TRIGONAL PYRAMID file.
To create TETRAHEDRAL file.
To create TRIGONAL BI-FYRAMID
file.
To create SQUARE PYRAMID file.
To create OCTAHEDRAL file.
To create ATOM TABLE file.





1. HELP, 2. Create Molecular
T*ble, 3. List Molecular Name
4'. Display a Molecular Model,
5. Delete a Molecule, 6. QUIT.
Please enter one number to
process ==> 2
1. To define table and
attribute name.
2. To add data into
table.
3. To e :<it CAMD system
Input data > 2
Create data to 1.
MOLECULE.
U
2. ATOM TABLE or
GEOMETRY.
3. to exit CAMD
system.
Input number > 2
The current relation




5. ==> TRIGONAL PLANE
6. ==> SQUARE PLANE
7. ==> TRIGONAL PYRAMID
S. ==> TETRAHEDRAL
9. ==> TRIGONAL BI-PYRAMID
10. ==> SQUARE PYRAMID
11. ==> OCTAHEDRAL
12. ==) ATOM TABLE
Enter relation name ==> ATOM TABLE
ATOM. NAME (char) ==> H
RADIUS (real) ==> 1.25
COLOR (char) ==> GREEN
Add mare tuple in ATOM TABLE table ? (y or n) ==> Y
ATOM. NAME (char) ==) Be
RADIUS (real) ==> 2.20
COLOR (char) ==> GREEN
Add more tuple in ATOM TABLE table ? (y or n) ==> Y
ATOM. NAME (char) ==> B
RADIUS (real) ==> 2.17
COLOR (char) ==> GREEN
Add more tuple in ATOM TABLE table ? (y or n) ==> Y
ATOM. NAME (char) ==> C
RADIUS (real) ==> 1.85
COLOR (char) ==> PINK
Add more tuple in ATOM TABLE table ? (y or n) ==> Y
ATOM. NAME (char) ==> N
RADIUS (real) ==> 1.54
COLOR (char) ==> YELLOW
Add more tuple in --ATOM TABLE table ? (y or n) ==) Y
ATOM. NAME (char) ==> 0
RADIUS (real) ==> 1.40
COLOR (char) ==> RED
Add more tuple in ATOM
TABLE table ? (y or n) ==> Y
ATOM. NAME (char) ==> F
RADIUS (real) ==> 1.35
COLOR (char) ==) CYAN
Add more tuple in ATOM TABLE table ? (y or n) ==>
To exit CAMD system, please type 'quit' or 'QUIT' ==> N
1. HELP, 2. Create Molecular Table, 3. List Molecular Name
4. Display a Molecular Model, 5. Delete a Molecule, 6. QUIT.
Please enter one number to process ==> 2
1. To define table and attribute name.
2. To add data into table.
3. To exit CAMD system
Input data > 2
Create data to 1. MOLECULE.
2. ATOM TABLE or GEOMETRY.
3. to exit CAMD system.
Input number > 1
MOLE. NAME (char) ==> BeC12
Input MODEL . TYPE
1. LINEAR, 2. TRIANGLE, 3. TRIGONAL PLANE.
4. SQUARE PLANE, 5. TRIGONAL PYRAMID, 6. TETRAHEDRAL
7. TRIGONAL BI-PYRAMID, 8. SQUARE PYRAMID, 9. OCTAHEDRAL.
Select one model number > 1
Input ATOM.l (char) ==> Cl
Input ATOM. 2 (char) ==> Be
Input ATOM. 3 (char) ==> Cl




MOLE. NAME (char) ==> C02
Input MODEL.
TYPE
1 LINEAR, 2. TRIANGLE, 3.
TRIGONAL PLANE.
4 SQUARE PLANE, 5. TRIGONAL
PYRAMID, 6. TETRAHEDRAL
l\ TRIGONAL BI-PYRAMID, 8. SQUARE
PYRAMID, 9. OCTAHEDRAL.
Select one model number > 1
Input ATOM.l (char) ==>
0
Input ATOM. 2 (char) ==>
C
Input ATOM. 3 (char) ==>










Create Molecular Table, 3. List Molecular Name
4! Display a
Molecular Model. 5. Delete a Molecule, 6. QUIT.
Please enter one number to process ==> 3
Enter relation name to process : MOLECULE
BeC12 C02 HgC12 HCN
XeF2
next molecules (YES or NO) ==> YES
To exit CAMD system, please type 'quit' or 'QUIT' ==> N
1. HELP, 2. Create Molecular Table, 3. List Molecular Name
4. Display a Molecular Model, 5. Delete a Molecule, 6. QUIT.
Please enter one number to process ==) 1
Print description
Describe attributes properties.
3. Display any data in whole table.
4. To create table, list name, display model, delete molecular.
To exit CAMD system
Input data ==> 3
Enter relation name to process : ATOM TABLE
ATOM. NAME RADIUS
H 1 . 250 GREEN
Be 2.200 GREEN
B 2. 170 GREEN
C 1.850 PINK
N 1.540 YELLOW
0 1 . 400 RED
F 1 . 350 CYAN
Ai 2.530 WHITE
Si 2.240 GREEN
P 1 . 960 PINK
S 1 . 850 BLUE
Cl 1.800 PINK
Co 1 . 590 CYAN
Ni 1 . 600 CYAN
Cu 1.410 YELLOW
Ga 2. 010 YELLOW
As 2.020 RED
Se 2.010 BLUE
Br 1 . 950 RED
Pd 1 . 630 GREEN
Sb 2.210 YELLOW
Te 2.220 PINK
I 2. 150 BLUE







To exit CAMD system, please type 'quit' or 'QUIT' ==>
1. HELP, 2. Create Molecular Table, 3. List Molecular Name
4. Display a Molecular Model, 5. Delete a Molecule, I 6. QUIT.
Please enter one number to process ==> 1
1. Print description
2. Describe attributes properties.
3. Display any data in whole table.
4. To create table, list name, display model, delete molecular.
5. To exit CAMD system
Input data ==> 3
Enter relation name to process : MOLECULE













script done on Man Dec 15 14:03:13 1986
Script started on Mon Dec 15 14:28:00 1986
< 1 > /.
< 1 > 7. run
WELCOME TO CAMD SYSTEM
(Computer Aided Molecular Design System)
1 HELP, 2. Create
Molecular Table, J. List Molecular Name
4! Display a Molecular
Model, 5. Delete a Molecule, 6. QUIT.
Please enter one number to
process
= > 2
1. To define table and
attribute name.
2. To add data into
table.
3. To exit CAMD system
Input data > 2
Create data to 1. MOLECULE.
2. ATOM TABLE or GEOMETRY.
3. to exit CAMD system.
Input number > 1
MOLE. NAME (char) ==>. S02
Input MODEL. TYPE
1. LINEAR, 2. TRIANGLE, 3. TRIGONAL PLANE.
4. SQUARE PLANE, 5. TRIGONAL PYRAMID, 6. TETRAHEDRAL
7. TRIGONAL BI-PYRAMID, 8. SQUARE PYRAMID, 9. OCTAHEDRAL.
Select one model number > 2
Input ATOM.l (char) ==> S
Input ATOM. 2 (char) ==> 0
Input ATOM. 3 (char) ==> 0




MOLE. NAME (char) ==> NF3
Input MODEL. TYPE
1. LINEAR, 2. TRIANGLE, 3. TRIGONAL PLANE.
4. SQUARE PLANE, 5. TRIGONAL PYRAMID, 6. TETRAHEDRAL
7. TRIGONAL BI-PYRAMID, 8. SQUARE PYRAMID, 9. OCTAHEDRAL.
Select one model number > 5
Input ATOM.l (char) ==> F
Input ATOM. 2 (char) ==> F
Input ATOM. 3 (char) ==> N
Input ATOM. 4 (char) ==> F




MOLE. NAME (char) ==> BF3
Input MODEL. TYPE
1 LINEAR, 2. TRIANGLE,
3. TRIGONAL PLANE.
SQUARE PLANE, 5. TRIGONAL
PYRAMID, 6. TETRAHEDRAL
7~. TRIGONAL BI-FYRAMID,
8. SQUARE PYRAMID, 9. OCTAHEDRAL.
Select one model number
> 3
Input ATOM.l (char) ==>
F
Input ATOM. 2 (char) ==>
B
Input ATOM. 3 (char) ==> F






MOLE. NAME (char) ==>
XeF4
!nPLINEAR?DEL2!YTRIANGLE, 3. TRIGONAL PLANE.
J"
SQUARE PLANE, 5.
TRIGONAL PYRAMID, 6. TETRAHEDRAL
TRIGONAL BI-PYRAMID,
8. SQUARE PYRAMID, 9. OCTAHEDRAL.
Select one model number > 4 (
Input ATOM.l (char) ==> F
Input ATOM. 2 (char) ==> F
Input ATOM. 3 (char) ==> Xe
Input ATOM. 4 (char) ==) F
Input ATOM. 5 (char) ==> F
add new molecule, type 'yes' or 'Y'ES' > yes
MOLE. NAME (char) ==> CH4
Input MODEL. TYPE
1. LINEAR, 2. TRIANGLE, 3. TRIGONAL PLANE.
4. SQUARE PLANE, 5. TRIGONAL PYRAMID, 6. TETRAHEDRAL
7. TRIGONAL BI-PYRAMID, 8. SQUARE PYRAMID, 9. OCTAHEDRAL.
Select one model number > 6
Input ATOM.l (char) ==> H
Input ATOM. 2 (char) ==> H
Input ATOM. 3 (char) ==> C
Input ATOM. 4 (char) ==> H
Input ATOM. 5 (char) ==> H




MOLE. NAME (char) ==> PCI 5
I np ut MODEL . TYPE
1. LINEAR, 2. TRIANGLE, 3. TRIGONAL FLANE.
4. SQUARE PLANE, 5. TRIGONAL PYRAMID, 6. TETRAHEDRAL
7. TRIGONAL BI-PYRAMID, 8. SQUARE PYRAMID, 9. OCTAHEDRAL.
Select one model number > 7
Input ATOM.l (char) ==> Cl
Input ATOM. 2 (char) ==> Cl
Input ATOM. 3 (char) ==> P
Input ATOM. 4 (char) ==> Cl
Input ATOM. 5 (char) ==> Cl






MOLE. NAME (char) ==>
BrF5
I nput MODEL .
TYPE
1 LINEAR, 2.
TRIANGLE, 3. TRIGONAL PLANE.





8. SQUARE PYRAMID, 9. OCTAHEDRAL.
Select one model
number > 8
TnoLit ATOM. 1 (char)
==> F
Input ATOM. 2 (char) ==> F
Input ATOM. 3 (char) ==> F
Input ATOM. 4 (char) ==> Br
Input ATOM. 5 (char) ==> F
Input ATOM. 6 (char) ==> F
add new molecule, type 'yes' or 'YES' ) YES
MOLE.
NAME (char) ==> SF6
Input MODEL. TYPE
1. LINEAR, 2. TRIANGLE, 3. TRIGONAL PLANE.
4. SQUARE PLANE, 5. TRIGONAL PYRAMID, 6. TETRAHEDRAL
7. TRIGONAL BI-PYRAMID, 8. SQUARE PYRAMID, 9. OCTAHEDRAL.
Select one model number > 9
Input ATOM.l (char) ==> F
Input ATOM. 2 (char) ==> F
Input ATOM. 3 (char) ==> F
Input ATOM. 4 (char) ==> S
Input ATOM. 5 (char) ==> F
Input ATOM. 6 (char) ==) F
Input ATOM. 7 (char) ==> F









1. HELF, 2. Create Molecular Table, 3. List Molecular Name
4. Display a Molecular Model, 5. Delete a Molecule, 6. QUIT.
Please enter one number to process ==> 3
Enter relation name to process : MOLECULE
BeC12 C02 HgC12 HCN
XeF2



















next molecules (YES or NO) ==> YES
CHC13 SiF4
FeC14-
next molecules (YES or NO) ==> YES
CH2C1F PC15
NiPBrS3
next molecules (YES or NO) ==> YES
0SF4 BrF5
SF6








To exit CAMD system, please type 'quit' or 'QUIT' ==> N
1. HELP, 2. Create Molecular Table, 3. List Molecular Name
4. Display Molecular Model, 5. Delete =i Molecule, 6. QUIT.
Please enter one number to process ==> 1
1. Print description
2. Describe attributes properties.
3. Display any data in whole table.
4. To create table, list name, display model, delete molecularl
5. To exit CAMD system
Input data ==> 3
Enter relation name to process : MOLECULE
























































































To exit CAMD system, please type 'quit' or 'QUIT' ==> N
1. HELP, 2. Create Molecular Table, 3. List Molecular Name
4. Display a Molecular Model, 5. Delete a Molecule, 6. QUIT.
Please enter one number to process ==> 1
1. Print description
2. Describe attributes properties.
3. Display any data in whole table.
4. To create table, list name, display model, delete molecular.
5. To eyit CAMD system
Input data = )






5. ==> TRIGONAL PLANE
6. ==> SQUARE PLANE
7. ==> TRIGONAL PYRAMID
S. ==> TETRAHEDRAL
?. ==> TRIGONAL BI-PYRAMID
10. ==> SQUARE PYRAMID
11. ==> OCTAHEDRAL
12. ==> ATOM TABLE
Enter relation name to
DESCRIBE ==> ATOM TABLE
DESCRIBE ATOM TABLE

















No more attribute field in attribute table !
To exit CAMD system, please type 'quit' or 'QUIT' ==> N
1. HELP, 2. Create Molecular Table, 3. List Molecular Name
4. Display a Molecular Model, 5. Delete a Molecule, 6. QUIT.
Please enter one number to process ==> 2
1.. To define table and attribute name.
2. To add data into table.





2. ATOM TABLE or GEOMETRY.
3. to exit CAMD system.
-> 2
















2 , ==> GEOMETRY
3. ==> LINEAR
4. ==> TRIANGLE
5 . ==) TRIGONAL PLANE
6. ==> SQUARE PLANE
7. ==) TRIGONAL PYRAMID
B. ==> TETRAHEDRAL
9. ==> TRIGONAL BI-PYRAMID
10. ==> SQUARE PYRAMID
11. ==> OCTAHEDRAL










Z.2 (real) ==> -0.6
RADIUS. 2 (real) ==> 1.6
/2
COLOR. 2 (char) ==> GREEN
X.3 (real) ==> 0
Y.3 (real) ==> 0.3
Z.3 (real) ==) 0
RADIUS. 3 (real) ==> 1.6
COLOR. 3 (char) ==> RED
X.4 (real) ==> 0
Y.4 (real) ==) 0
Z.4 (real) ==> 0
--RADIUS. 4 (real) ==> 1.6
COLOR. 4 (char) ==> PINK
X.5 (real) ==> 0
Y.5 (real) ==> -0.3
Z.5 (real) ==> 0.0
RADIUS. 5 (real) ==> 1.6
COLOR. 5 (char) ==> GREEN
X.6 (real) ==> 0.3
Y.6 (real) ==> 0
Z.6 (real) ==> 0.6
RADIUS. 6 (real) ==> 1.6
COLOR. 6 (char) ==> CYAN
X.7 (real) ==) -0.3
Y.7 (real) ==> 0
Z.7 (real) ==> 0.6
RADIUS. 7 (real) ==> 1.6
COLOR. 7 (char) ==> YELLOW
Add more tuple in GEOMETRY table ? (y or n) ==> Y
GEOM.NAME (char) ==> SQUARE PYRAMID
X.l (real) ==> 0.3
Y.l (real) ==> 0
Z.l (real) ==> -0.6
RADIUS. 1 (real) ==> 1.6
COLOR. 1 (char) ==> YELLOW
X.2 (real) ==> -0.3
Y.2 (real) ==) 0
Z.2 (real) ==> -0.6
RADIUS. 2 (real) ==> 1.6
COLOR. 2 (char) ==> BLUE
X.3 (real) ==> 0
Y.3 (real) ==> 0.3
Z.3 (real) ==> 0
RADIUS. 3 (real) ==> 1.6
COLOR. 3 (char) ==> GREEN
X.4 (real) ==> 0
Y.4 (real) ==> 0.0
Z.4 (real) ==> 0.0
RADIUS. 4 (real) ==> 1.6
COLOR. 4 (char) ==> RED
X.5 (real) ==> 0.3
Y.5 (real) ==> 0
Z.5 (real) ==> 0.6
RADIUS. 5 (real) ==> 1.6
COLOR. 5 (char) ==> CYAN
X.6 (real) ==> -0.3
Y.6 (real) ==> 0.0
Z.6 (real) ==> 0.6
RADIUS. 6 (real) ==) 1.6
COLOR. 6 (char) ==> PINK
X.7 (real) ==> -99
Y.7 (real) ==> -99
Z.7 (real) ==) -99
RAD IUS. 7 (real) ==> 0
COLOR. 7 (char) ==> *
Add more tuple in
GEOMETRY table ? (y or n) ==> Y
/3
-GEOM.NAME (char) ==> TRIGONAL BI-PYRAMID
-X.l (real) ==> 0.15 /
-Y.l (real) ==> 0.0
-Z.l (real) ==> -0.259
-RADIUS. 1 (real) ==> 1.6
-COLOR. 1 (char) ==> BLUE
-X.2 (real) ==> 0.0
-Y.2 (real) ==> 0.3
-Z.2 (real) ==> 0.0
-RADIUS. 2 (real) ==> 1.6
-COLOR. 2 (char) ==> GREEN
-X.3 (real) ==> 0.0
-Y.3 (real) ==> 0.0
-Z.3 (real) ==> 0.0
-RADIUS. 3 (real) ==> 1.6
-COLOR. 3 (char) ==> RED
-X.4 (real) ==> -0.3
-Y.4 (real) ==> 0.0
-Z.4 (real) ==> 0.0
-RADIUS. 4 (real) ==> 1.6
-COLOR. 4 (char) ==> PINK
-X.5 (real) ==> 0.0
-Y.5 (real) ==> -0.3
-Z.5 (real) ==) 0.0
-RADIUS. 5 (real) ==> CYAN
-COLOR. 5 (char) ==> 0.15
-X.6 (real) ==> 0
-Y.6 (real) ==> 0.259
-Z.6 (real) ==> YELLOW
-RADIUS. 6 (real) ==> -99






Z.7 (real) ==> *
RADIUS. 7 (real) ==> *
COLOR. 7 (char) ==> *
Add more tuple in GEOMETRY table ? (y or n) ==) Y
GEOM.NAME (char) ==> TRIGONAL BI-PYRAMID
TRIGONAL BI-PYRAMID is a duplicate primary key !
Duplicate key, Do you want to try again ? (y or n) ==> N
To exit CAMD system, please type 'quit' or 'QUIT' ==> N
1. HELP, 2. Create Molecular Table, 3. List Molecular Name
4. Display Molecular Model, 5. Delete a Molecule, 6. QUIT.
/6
Please enter one number to process ==> 1
1. Print description
2. Describe attributes properties.
3. Display any data in whole table.
4. To create table, list name, display model, delete molecular
5. To exit CAMD system
Input data -=> 3





Y. 1 Z. 1 RADIUS. 1 COLOR
COLOR. 2 X.3 Y.3 Z.3
Z.4 RADIUS .4 COLOR. 4 X.5
0.300 0.000 -0.,600 1 . 600 BLUE
0. 000 0.300 0.,000 1 . 600 RED
0.000 -0.300 0.,000 1 . 600 GREEN
0.300 0 . 000 -0. 600 1 . 600 YELLOt
0. 000 0 . 300 0. 000 1 . 600 GREEN
0. 300 0.000 0. 600 1 . 600 CYAN
0. 150 0 . 1500 -0. 259 1 . 600 BLUE
0. ooo 0 . 000 0. 000 1 . 600 RED
0. 000 -0.300 0. 000 0 . 000 0. 15
X.2 Y.2
RADIUS. 3 COLOR. 3
Y.3 Z.5
-p. 300 0.000 -0.,6
0.000 0.000 0.,0
0. 300 0.000 0.,6
-0.300 0 . 000 -0. 6
0 . 000 0.000 0.. Q
-0 . 300 0.000 0. 6
0. 000 0.300 0. 0
-0.300 0 . 000 0. 0
0 . 000 0.259 0. 0
OCTAHEDRAL
00 1 . 600 GREEN
00 1.600 PINK
00 1 . 600 CYAN
SQUARE PYRAMID




OO 1 . 600 GREEN
00 1.600 PINK
00 -99.000 *







Create Molecular Table, 3. List Molecular Name
4! Display a Molecular
Model, 5. Delete a Molecule, 6. QUIT.
Please enter one
number to process
Please select one number to DELETE one tuple.
1. ==> DELETE MOLECULE.
2. ==> DELETE ATOM TABLE or GEOMETRY.
3. ==> QUIT_JOB : To exit delete job.
4. ==> To exit CAMD system.
Enter your selective number ==> 2
Enter relation name to process : GEOMETRY
Input data ==> TRIGONAL BI-PYRAMID
DELETE GEOMETRY WHERE GEOM.NAME = TRIGONAL BI-PYRAMID
lb
To exit CAMD system, please type 'quit' or 'QUIT' ==> N
1. HELP, 2. Create Molecular Table, 3. List Molecular Name
4. Display a Molecular Model, 5. Delete =i Molecule, ;6. QUIT.
Please enter one number to process ==> 1
1. Print description
2. Describe attributes properties.
3. Display any data in whole table.
4. To create table, list name, display model, delete molecular.
5. To exit CAMD system
Input data ==> 3






























600 1 . 600
000 1 . 600














00 1 . 600 GREEN
00 1.600 PINK
00 1 . 600 CYAN
SQUARE PYRAMID
00 1 . 600 BLUE
00 1 . 600 RED
00 1.600 PINK
0 . 300 0 . 000 -0 . 600
0.000 0.300 0.000
0.300 0.000 0.600















1. HELP, 2. Create
Molecular Table, 3. List Molecular Name
h'. Display a Molecular
Model, 5. Delete Molecule, 6. QUIT.
Please enter one number to process ==> 4
r 2. geometric model.
Draw 1. molecule.
Input number > 2
Input data ==> TRIANGLE
II.
DISPLAY TRIANGLE
Drawing type -> TRIANGLE
1st atom
x = 0.0000, y = 0.0000, z = 0.0000
2nd atom
x = -0.3000, y
= 0.0000, z = 0.0000
3rd atom
x = 0.1500, y = 0.0000, z = 0.2590
radius = 1.6000, color = CYAN
radius = 1.6000, color = GREEN
radius = 1.6000, color = RED
To exit CAMD system, please type 'quit' or 'QUIT' ==> NO
1. HELP, 2. Create Molecular Table, 3. List Molecular Name
4. Display a Molecular Model, 5. Delete a Molecule, 6. QUIT.
Please enter one number to process ==> TRIANGLE
Error number. Please try again!
To exit CAMD system, please type 'quit' or 'QUIT' ==> NO
1. HELP, 2. Create Molecular Table, 3. List Molecular Name
4. Display a Molecular Model, 5. Delete a Molecule, 6. QUIT.
Please enter one number to process ==> 1
1. Print description
2. Describe attributes properties.
3. Display any data in whole table.
4. To create table, list name, display model, delete molecular.
5. To exit CAMD system
Input data ==> 3
Enter relation name to process : TRIANGLE









To exit CAMD system, please type 'quit' or 'QUIT' ==> N '5
1. HELP, 2. Create Molecular Table, 3. List Molecular Name
4. Display a Molecular Model, 5. Delete a Molecule, 6. QUIT.
Please enter one number to process ==> 1
1. Print description
2. Describe attributes properties.
3. Display any data in whole table.
4. To create table, list name, display model, delete molecular.
5. To exit CAMD system
Input data ==> 3
Enter relation name to process :. SQUARE PYRAMID




To exit CAMD system, please type 'quit' or 'QUIT' ==> N
1. HELP, 2. Create Molecular Table, 3. List Molecular Name
4. Display a Molecular Model, 5. Delete a Molecule, 6. QUIT.
Please enter one number to process ==> 1
Script started on Mon Dec 15 16:22:38 1986
<1>7. run
WELCOME TO CAMD SYSTEM
(Computer Aided Molecular Design System)
1. HELP, 2. Create Molecular Table, 3. List Molecular Name
4. Display a Molecular Model, 5. Delete a Molecule, 6. QUIT.
OM. 2 ATOM. 3 ATOM..4 ATOM. 5 ATOM. 6
F F F Br F F
F F F Te F F
F F F Sb F F
Please enter one number to process >
4
Draw 1. molecule. or 2.
geometric model.
Input number > 2
Input data ==> LINEAR
DISPLAY LINEAR
19.
Drawing type -> LINEAR
1st atom
>: = 0.3000, y
= 0.0000,
2nd atom
x = 0.0000, y
= 0.0000,
3rd atom
x = -0.3000, y
= 0.0000,
0.0000 radius = 1.6000, color = PINK
= 0.0000 radius = 1.6000, color = YELLOW
z = 0.0000 radius = 1.6000, color = GREEN
To exit CAMD system, please type 'quit' or 'QUIT' ==)
1. HELP, 2. Create Molecular Table, 3. List Molecular Name
4. Display a Molecular Model, 5. Delete a Molecule, 6. QUIT.
Please enter one number to process ==> 4
Draw 1. molecule. or 2. geometric model.
Input number > 2
Input data ==> TRIANGLE
DISPLAY TRIANGLE




0.0000, r = 0.0000 radius
= 1.6000, color = CYAN
x = -0.3000, y
=
3rd atom
>: = 0. 1500, y
=
0.0000, 0 . 0000
0.0000,
radius = 1.6000, color = GREEN
0.2590 radius = 1.6000, color
= RED





1. HELP, 2. Create Molecular
Table, 3. List Molecular Name
4. Display a Molecular Model,
5. Delete a Molecule, 6. QUIT.
Please enter one number to
process ==> 4
Draw 1. molecule. or
2. geometric model.








x = 0.1500, y
= 0.0000, z = -0.2590 radius = 1.6000, color = BLUE
20.
2nd atom
x = 0.0000, y
=
3rd atom
x = 0 . 0000 , y
=
4th atom
x = -0.3000, y
=
5th atom
x = 0 . 0000 , y
=
6th atom
x = 0. 1500, y
=
0.3000, z = 0.0000 radius = 1.6000, color = GREEN
0.0000, z = 0.0000 radius = 1.6000, color = RED
0.0000, z = 0.0000 radius = 1.6000, color = PINK
-0.3000, 0.0000 radius = 1.6000, color = CYAN
0.0000, z = 0.2590 radius = 1.6000, color = YELLOW
To exit CAMD system, please type 'quit' or 'QUIT' ==>
1. HELP, 2. Create Molecular Table, 3. List Molecular Name
4. Display a Molecular Model, 5. Delete a Molecule, 6. QUIT.
Please enter one number to process ==> 4
Draw 1. molecule. or 2. geometric model.
Input number > 2
Input data ==> 2
DISPLAY
Drawing type -> TRIGONAL BI-PYRAMID
No th is model I





1. HELP, 2. Create Molecular Table, 3. List Molecular Name
4. Display a Molecular Model, 5. Delete a Molecule, 6. QUIT.
Please enter one number to process ==> 4
Draw 1. molecule. or 2. geometric model.
Input number > 1










>; = -0.3000? v
= 0.0000,
z = 0.0000, radius = 1.4000, color = RED
r = 0.0000, radius = 1.2500, color = GREEN
Drawing Atom = H
x = 0.1500, y = 0.0000,
II.
z = 0.2590, radius 500, color GREEN
To exit CAMD system, please type 'quit' or 'QUIT' ==> NO
1. HELP, 2. Create Molecular Table, 3. List Molecular Name
4. Display a Molecular Model, 5. Delete a Molecule, 6. QUIT.
Please enter one number to process ==> 1
1. Print description
2. Describe attributes properties.
3. Display any data in whole table.
4. To create table, list name, display model, delete molecular
5. To exit CAMD system
Input data ==> 3
Enter relation name to process : TRIGONAL
Unable to find this relation : TRIGONAL
Do you want to try again ? < y or n > : Y
Enter relation name to proc TRIA
Unable to find this relation : TRIA
Do you want to try again ? < y or n ) : Y
Enter relation name to process : TRIANGLE























script done on Mon Dec 15 18:46:44 19B6
QUIT
